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COMMITTEE MEETS
TOMORROW NIGHT
Sun's Exclusive Forecast of
5mocratic Action
Chairman Berry homes Officiel Call
to Consider Time for City
erimary.

4
THOMAS HARRISON FOR MAYOR

s

t

4

•

•

In accordance with the exclusive
announcement in THE SUN that the
Democratic cemmetee would meet
this week, W. A. Berry, chairman of
the city Democratic committee, has
issued a call for a meeting of the
committee tomorrow night at 7:30
o'clock at the city hall for the purpose of naming a date for a primary
end arranging details. Candidates
are numerous and it is the general
Idea that a primary will be called on
the first Thursday in May. This will
give candidates plenty ..of time to
make a canvas.
Candidate for Mayor.
-With the announcement of City Attorney Thomas Harrison's candidacy
for the Democratic nomination for
Mayor, the
municipal campaign,
which will end with the general election next tall, has fairly started. So
far Me Harrieon is the only avowed
candidate
Although he has just formally .announced, it has been
known
for
months that Mr. Harrison would be a
candidate. so she has had a good
state secured many pledges to him sell and perfected a personal organization that will be bard to beat.
Mr. learrison is perhaps the youngest man who hats ever run for mayor
of the city, but his association with
public, and eapeoially local, affairs,
has been so long and continuous that
he is peewit)* as well posted on the
needs of the municipality as any
man the Democrats mulct present.
It is understood that the city Demaerates pranery wie be In May, and
Mr. Harrison is working to have his
vote lined op by that tine

PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING.FEBRUA
RY 15. 1907.
CRACKSMEN.
Peoria, Ill., Feb.' 15.—Expert
cracketmen blew the Ellisville
bank this morning and made
their escape with $800.
HANGED IN PEN.
Eddyville, Ky., Feb. 15,-Ben Huiffaker, a negro, was executed in the penitentiary today.
He was convicted of murdering
a fellow convict while serving a
term for murder.
DISASTROUS' FIRE.
Glasgow, Ky., Feb. 15.—Flre
this morning practically destroyed Berry Hughes' dry goods
store. The firm estimates the
loss in the wholesale and retail
departments and stock in an adjoining building at $05,000.
FIRST DEGREE.
Washington, Feb. 15.— The
grand jury today indicted' for
murder in the fire degree Mrs.
Anna K. Bradley, who shot exSenator Arthur Brown of Utah,
at the Raleigh hotel here December 8.

ROAD BOND ISSUE
IN FISCAL COURT
Special Session February 20
Will Consider It
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Diem in Agony in Presence of Melts'
bees of Immediate
,
Coroner Goes.
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'Sending his wife to his brother's
residence to summon a physician,
(
(
,
Thomas Chambers, known among his
Ale&
s !"jiic
(0
associates as "Tot" Chambers, cut
PARDEU CAPTURED.
.
4.4IT... a0
his throat from ear to ear with a rafejefe esa
Caracas, Feb. 15.--General
..
..
'1 i
‘k
._
zor
this morning at 9 o'clock and
e,.
4e3
,
1 13a7ice
Pardeu, who recently landed in
died a few minutes later 'in the presBermudas with 20 followers and
)111 111111111L
-‘•to
ence of his aged father, his wife and
-;
collected a small revolutionary
brethers. No note was left giving
army, is captured and two of his
reasons for the suicide, and it is pre(
a
-A
officern also are said to be in the
sumed that Chambers was mentally,
_
hands of government troops.
111
unbalanced.
Chambers resided on his father's
i
WHEN YOU GET A
BAD FIRE.
farm back of Olivet church on the
NOTICE LK
IE TFII 5
Cape Charles, Va., Feb. 15.—
an.
, A
NEXT eureetER wor,rr
AND THI3.-.
Cairo road, four miles from the city
..N
.,e,..e/AIT
A livery stable with 2.5 horse',
ejA
a
.
,
You?
limits. He had been ill several days
and three adjoining residents
of the grip, but today was able to
were destroyed by fire this mornbe up. Tale morning shortly after
—Jamieson in Pittsburg 0,spatch,
ing. Tugboats came to the ree.
breakfast he complained of aching
CU(' or probably the entire town
pains and requested his wife to go to
would have been destroyed.
his brother's, Jack Chambers, and
summon a physitelan. She left her
CUBAN SITUATION.
husband and nine-months-old son in
Wanhhigem, Feb. 15.—Brigthe seine room, visited the brother s
artier General Themes Barry,
and returned to witness a scene too
assistant chief of staff, is ashorrible to depict.
signed to command troops In
On the floor writhing in the age.
Mrs. George A. Flournoy, chairman be distributed and the pupils
are to of flower beds and gardens scattered
(Ube, vice Brig.-Gen. Theodore
tides of death her husband was found
of the flower and home mission work take the envelopes end have
their through the city can hardly be apIRISH MEASURE.
Wee. recalled. It is said the
With the infant in bed a short distof the Woman's club, has made all parents assist them in selectin
g the preciated. The children are taught
change is made because the sit.
ance away bolding out his little
arrange
ments
begin
to
the
distribu
seeds
they
want,
when
the envelopes at an early age the beauties of such
Liberals Force Adoption or Sonie New
uation is becoming more critical
arms to the mother. A razor lay untion of seeds to the school children and the money are to be returned
to things and derive a practical experPolicies.
in ('abs.
der the husband, brought to view as
next Monday maning. Mrs. Flour- the teacher. When the seeds
are dis- ience from the work that is beneficia
l Ire rolled from side to aide, and
his
London, Feb, 15.—Augustin t3ir- noy haelfecured the assistance of a tributed, direction cards, which are in after years.
throat was gaping open, blood spurt-DIMS GAME.
refl. chief secretary for Ireland, gave gzesA issiatbar of lower lovers of the eapliat, will be given the pupils, but,
Aatracii
ve
prises
will
be
given
few
Ittehourville, Ky., Feb. 15.—
ing from '''he NeoUnd 111 etre/milt.
formal notice today that the bill "to city to assist her in her work, and the In the event any other Information the prettiest flower beds and gardens
Jesse Fitzgerald, a negro, was
Mrs. Chambers' screams summonPlan of operation is broad
in its Is desired, Mni. Flournoy, or Mrs. and for
establish an Irish council and
the best plant or flowers
for
hanged this morning for almost
Otnere ssay Enter.
ed
other members of the family who
scope.
Corbett,
Hat
who is chairman of the raised by the
other purposes connected therewith,pupils, and the decis- resided in the
Col. Charles Reed said this mornbeheading Mrs. Robert Breaux*.
A thousand order envelopes will :school committee, will be glad to ions
homestead a short diswill be introduced soon. Thus -is the
will be made on the latit school
ing that he had not deckled definiteIon. The time was changed from
taste. away. They picked the body up
be distributed this year and as the furnish it, and give any
Liberal government keeping its promassistance day of the year, which will be called
/y whether he vial run for the Demonoon to 7 o'clock to avoid a
and laid it on the bed, and after a
:se to the Nationalists to place Irish interest increases each year, It. is ex- that' may be desired.
Flower Show day, and which, it is
cratic nomination for mayor, but that
demonstration. Fitzgerald exited
few gasps Chambers died. He was
pected more wet be required. There
In
a
great
many of the eastern expected, will be made
legislation to the forefront of the
a feature of never able
ho woulst express himself to
that the black cap be not adtre fourteen varieties of flower, and and southern cities this work
to speak after discoverhis
Present -session of parliament.
has be- the school: year.
friends In a week or ten days. It is
justed and be executed with his
*••1,•,
ed.
eight
of
vegetabl
e
seeds
each
In
come
one
enof
the
great features of the
The bill will provide for a council
Mrs. Flournoy and the members of
stated from an authentic source that
eyes free. He met his fate calmvelope, and they will he sold to the schools. The children
Chambe
rs
was
32 years old and
have taken to her committees are anxious for
in which the elective element will
the born and raised in this
C-o:. Reed will be a candidate In the
ly. His neck was broken by the
county. Ho
predominate. A number of nomina- children at a cent each. The name the idea with enthusiasm, and a-re parents to encourage the children
primary.
full.
married Miss Katie Smith, of Ballard
tive members are retained in order to of the pupil, and address. the grade proving quite expert as flower and take an interest in the work,
and county, two years
Attorney W. V. Eaton has not
and the school are to be written on vegetable growers. The
ago. He was a Ina
placate the Liberals, who are opposed
effect and they offer to assist in any way they
made up his mind in the race for
the
Of unquestionable character and was
envelope
.
The
envelop
es are to the benefits of having a great chain can.
HORRIBLE SCENE.
to an entirely representative body.
representative
generally popular. His friends say
from
McCracken
Farniville, Va., Feb. 115.—.I
It is understood also that this councounty.
Eugene Grates has stated
that for more than a year he has not
sensational scene was witnessed
cil will have extensive administrapositively that be will not be a canbeen acting himself and fear had
today at the execution of Moses
tive powers, but its rights to legislate
didate and J. W. Skelton is the only
been
entertained for several weeks
Hill and
William
Ruffin, newill be limited.
active candidate.
as to his mental soundness. He leaves
grove for the murder of PostThis feature has been aNepted by
Popular Henry Batley, the present
a father, three seders and two
master John Grillers. Hill weighthe Irish leaders. Nothing definite
city clerk, will have no opposition
brothers. The latter are Messrs. Jack
ed 275 pounds. The rope broke.
Is known as to the amount of finanfor the nomdnation.
and William Chambers, residing on
He walked calmly back to the
cial control to be entrusted to the
the farm, and Mesdames Henry HatCol. Motherland's Ambition.
scaffold. It broke a second time.
council, hut to seeltsfa Irishmen this
zott,
Ed Broyles and John Williams,
Col. Dick Sutherland, the popular
Cincinna
ti,
Be dial in agony on the ground.
O.,
Feb.
will have to be large. There, Is no
15.—(SimChief of Police James Collins, In
Rue-eta/Ile, Ky., Feb. 15.—W. It.
all of this city. Mr. Hazzott is the
fire and police cemmiseloonr, may andetest that the powers now centered ciali--louls P. Head, 'of Paducah, a litter sent to the "Frontier con• Fletcher and Guy
Lyons were banged wife of the
well known stock man in
nounce himself a candidate for the
in numerous boards controlling- the Ky., who le charged with being short mittee" reported that he had invest- this morning for
PRESIDENTS THREAT.
criminal aseault on B. 'iVei:le
& Son's store.
Democratic nomination for city asin
his.
account
s
at
the
igated
administ
Kentuck
the
houses
ration.
y
the
of
Ireland
committ
.Washington, D. C., Feb. 13.
ee had Mary Gladder. Fletcher's neck was
will
be
!lessor.
branch prison, at Eddyville, was
-Every indication. 'mints to delibhanded over to the council.
requested should be investigated in broken and he died instantl
—President Hoonevelt informed
y. Lyons
eincinnati today and says the state- the First ward to ascertain the charerate
suicide, The razor was lying in
"My friends have been urging me
his remote in the senate he
died from strangulation In eight minnu nit contained in the morning pa, acter of the residents. -He found
the dresser drawer where it could be
to run, and I am considering," he
would call an extra ricesion of
no utes. Bottta deciared On the 'gallows
Will Probably Run for Mayor.
pen is erroneous. Ile declines, how- suspicious conditions in any of the
gotten easily and Chambers had evistated. "I have a great many friends
congress to pate the immigrathey did not commit the crime which
Ex-Mayor Rampenetehl will almost
ever, to make a statement for publi- houses designated in the letter redently seized it Immediately on the
who I feel will work for me, and will
tion law If the present objection
surely be a candidate at the coming
merited death.
At Il o'clock blood
until a • eonference
definitely make up my mind In a few
with ceived by him from the cotnnettee was discovered flowing from Lyons. departure of his wife, and, after lyto a conference report on that
election. The Herald is an admirer of cation
ing down -on the floor, had slashed
day-s.
measure which contains prove
Mr Rampendahl because of his push friends and attorneys. He has retain- and usually no more than one or two Phfsicians hastily fummoned found
04ion,4 for the exclusion of JapeCol. Sutherland is a staunch Demand enterprise and his great useful- ed Attorneys Zeb A. Stewart, of Cor- persons in any of the housed.
him almost dead from loss of blood his throats.
bin. and L. W. Arnett, of Covington,
Chief Collins .received the
Coroner Frank Faker was notified
letter from a wound Inflicted by cutting an
eSe labor, 'should prevent the
ocrat and served four years as a
ness as a business man. After a seenactment of such legislation.
councilman
vere struFgle lasting for years Mr. to a<-t. with Hon. Hai S. Corbett, of requesting the investigation last Fri- artery with a tin spoon. He was re- at 9:30 o'clock by telephone and imPaducati Mr. Head returns to Eddy- day morning, and before Satueday rived and given
the
Rampen'dahi has emerged triumphstimulants, but had mediately left for
Chambers
vile this afternoon. He has been dis- night most pf the houses had been to be
farm to hold en inquest.
antly
carried to the gallows in
from his financial tronh'es and
TOM GOODMAN liOTHERED
No funeral arrangements; have
Is now on firm ground. ,The firm has missed from the prison ter-vice, a investigated. Thli policeman entered 'chair by deputies while the noose
ABOUT COUSIN'S AFFAIR
been
made but it is seated the body
being
property, stock and a manufaaturing shortage of $500 being charged, not only the houses designated by the was
adjusted.
Fletcher's
committee but several others in the nerve did not
will breburied in the Chambers' famplant worth near $75,000 if not which he denies.
desert
him.
They
are
J. If Goodman. of Cuba Landing,
First ward. In closing he letter to the first white men
more. They employ more than a
executed in Ken- ily cemetery on the farm probably
Tenn., who was robbed of his watch,
the committee, Chief Collins invited tucky for crimina
tomorrow.
JOE WURTH'S LOSS IS
hundred
l
assault.
hands
and
his
is
the
only
knife, pistol and $300 in teeth, has
the committee at all times to feel at
ABOUT
FIFTEE
N
HUNDR
large
ED
concern
in Metropolis which
returned home. Ile is a cousin, not
liberty to call on -hini for aid.
has withngly Unionized its -working
Chance to Make Mosey. .
Castro Better—Police Busy.
a brother, of Mr. Tam Goodman, the
Mobile. Ala., Feb. 1,5.—The 'Jetted force
estimate
It
If Mr. Ftampendah) runs of
is
d that the }OSA occaCaracas, Venezuela, Feb. 1:1. -Wade BreWn. deputy United States
Mechanicsburg barber.
States gunboat Paducah took
her th be ensured he will mak* a strong sioned Joe Wirth. farmer on the ?URIC SOI/DIERS MUTINY
Whole/ale arras; of revolittlone ry marshal, has a summons''for
R. S.
AND JUMP FROM 1/11.14tiEL. suspects have
Mayfield road, 12 miles from Padudepartu:e from the city last night, raoe—Metropolis Herald.
marked the returning Williams to appear before the federOrdinance Committee.
cab. whose barn with its contents
health of President Castro. The po- al grand jury at Carson City, Nev
The joint. ordinance committee passing Out through the bay for PenSuez, Feb. 15.—Three hundred llee everywhere are
was destroyed yesterday. will be
Half Million Niiissing.
busy except In February 27. 1907, hut haft been unamet yeeberdtay afternoon and decided gambit. Al Pensacola the Paduceh
New Britain, Conn., Feb. 15. — about $1,500. without any insurance. soldiers jumped overboard from the the., western border states, where the ble to find him. Witnesses summoned
to draft an ordinance providing for wilt talVio coal and proceed immetransport
while passing 'eovernment Is not strong. In Caracas by the government get 10
More than $500,elee worth of same- No motive for Incendtarlen is known Turkish
concrete sidewalks curb and gutters
cents tire
diately to Guamtanemo under orient. lees was taken from
RA he seethed to have no enemies. through...the canal during a mutiny.'alone, it is said, 50 leaves
the
have been mile for every mile traveled, and $2
vault* o/
on both aides of Farley street
in
Mr. Wurth said wIrn he entered the Ten were drowned or shot by marin- ,made within the week. The prisoners per day. It would mean about $450
Mechaniesbnrg. The matter of draft- The vessel ,before leaving was pre- the Savings bank of New Detain by
barn
early in the morning he had no ers. Others escaped to the shore.
apparently have committed no of- to Wallet:nu to make the flip
the
Miseirig
treasure
r,
'
sented
William
with
handso
a
me loving rap
F.
ing an ordinance creating the ofnee
which
Walker,
lantern
fense eteeet that they are Mende of would take about three weeks.
nor Retches. It Is his inabilaccordi
ng to a statement 1a
of "building Inspector" was defer- by Mobile Lodge of Elks.
Gets
Leave of Absence,
sued by the board of directors of tee ity to account for the blase that
Vice President Gomez who, it is said,
red: also the matter or increasing
Al Bishop, cashier at the Illinois.may he arrested at any.
institution late this afternoon, fol- Makes Mr. Wurth suspect some one.
time.
Immigration Bill Meets Opposition.
the commission of back tax collector
Central freight home'. Sixth and '
lowing the exatettattion of the colfrom 10 to 25 per cent.
Washington, Fob. 16.—Oppesitien
Ceirtmbell stekets, ban been granted,'
lateeil in the hank by State Rank LIVIEN ROGERS INJURE")
te, the immediate confederation
an
indefinit
e
of
leave of ethaence on ac00in tit Iseonern Kende4 end' Noble,
AND M.Al" NEVER 1411X/OVER.
the confersomeregort on the inuniMay -Re No Papers.
There is only one .kind of a
count
of
felling
beetle,
and
will
first
fLuelen
Rogers,
of the Mayller:d
Mr.
Butte, Moat,, Feb, 1.5.—According
gration b''l developed tit the senate
newspaper circulation statement
road, is in -a critical condition, the go to -Hof epritres, Aek. Ills position
tart Grey, govarnor-gettera
t
of
tVerivien
,t)f
the
that.
t
Botts
coludder
worth
Pubis
is
any
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0
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WEATHER—Fair t4tter/0 met tedag. when $ansitor
wet be fried by 1r, A. Mir.
fan
ten
a
of
days
mita
ego
lie
Canada, receives
salarr of $50
e.00
.
era' ausocietiou, printers and. stereoMade an effort to eeetire a vote on
and (hit is the daily detailed
saturnine
warmer
tonight.
br;Ite his hip and has been ronfinel
year.
typers bereafter wet have to work!
report. Senators flacon and Tillstatement. The soh is the only
the
Highest temperatute yesterday,
"Butch" Has Moved On.
to his bed since, growing gradaste
man objected to fixing a time for lee
for arty veldt a ?ley 10144 then the
Padueah paper printing /such II
IN;
lowest
today,
SIC
Hut h
the most comae! it
worse. Ills advanced -age, 76 yew's,
GRAIN,MAIth
present Scale. Valves the union agrees
vote, and the latter made a point or
pratement.
makes recovery doubtful.. Dm. R. noted helm of the country, was in
to this milfliehere say no peOers e441
Chtehmeti, Feb. VS.—Wheat,
order
limiest the nemort amend-C. Gore end Johnston Him* ant at` The city today looking aTelind.
most. it was overruled by the
be printed inBette or Anaronda.
'MO; corn, 474; oats. 44%.
viceMerlisi4 ifeseesser.
'Wadden the Patient.
•
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FLOWER COMMITTEE OF WOMAN'S CLUB ASKS PARENTS TO
ENCOURAGE THE DISTRIBUTION OF PENNY SEED PACKAGES

HEAD WILL FIGHT CHIEF PUTS 0. K. FIRST WHITE MEN
SHORTAGE CHARGE
ON FIRST WARD
TO PAY PENALTY

PADUCAH LEAVES
MOBILE FOR DUTY

• oi

McCracken County Farmer,
Mentally Unbalanced, Commits Suicide
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MONEY

County Judge R. T. Lightfoot has
authorized a call for a sepcial ,sesBien of fiscal court on February 24)
to settle with Sheriff John' Ogilvie
for 19.06 tax collections and other
importa.nt matters demanding immediate consideration will be taken up.
The matter of placing the issue of
bonds for county road improvements
before the people will doubtless be
suggested, and various expressions
may be heard from members of the
board.
"There Is only one way that I will
vote for the bond issue." Magistrate
Charles W. Emery stated, "and taht
Is that the money derived from the
sale of bonds, if the issue carries, be
p:aced in the hands of a commission
and the commission charged with the
entire responsibility of county road
improvements. I get my idea from
the Panama can-al commission, end
think it the best ..way to eliminate
graft and assure a most economical
expendeu.re of the money."
The question of submitting the
bond issue to a vote of the people
will doubtless cause much discussion
In the board. County Attorney Al-ben
Bark:ey's decision Itt. that two-thirds
of those voting in McCracken county
must authorize the bond issue.

THOMAS CHAMBERS
CUTS HIS THROAT

WON'T IT MAKE YOU MAD?

'
Judge Lightfoot Calls Magistrates to
Decide Whether to Hold
Election.

10.CENTS PER WEEK
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Women's Suffragists Meet in Chicago
And Discuss Means to Promote Cause

Chicago, Feb. 15.—With the light women from the seuth,en u advance
of battle in their eyes 209 women the a-rgument that women suffrage
from the various states in the union, will so:se the race question. In supTate Merry Player That 1:atuses COM.
have asientbled in Chicago to meet, port of this they declare there are
Stant Laughter.
women 600,044e more white women in the
discuss, and resolve that
should no longer be deprived of the south than there are negro men and
if the franright to the ballot. This is the thir- women together, and
ty-ninth year the National Ameri- chise is extended .to women the
can Woman Suffrage association has whitee will have a ballot supremacy
done this, but the hope of the bright- of 600,000 plus the entire white male
•
er day in the near future Is none the vote.
less strong."
Great things the expected of the
The main features to be brought Susan B. Antbon'y woman suffrage
up during the convention, as decided fund, providing the suggestion is
adopted by the convention. It is to be
on last night, were:
Establishing of a Susan B. Antho- $100,000, but thus far only $1,000
ny woman suffrage fund of $100,000 of this has been obtained, and that
through the bequest of "mere man."
to carry on the work.
Presenting a
Change of date for annual meting The $1,000 was given the association
in the will of the late Col7D. R. Anfrom spring to fall.
Clever and
Sparkling C
ely by
Concenehation of the lecturers and thony, the "fighting editor" of LeavDavid D. Lloyd, called
Because i contains the very speakers in Oklahoma with the hope enworth, Kas., who was a brother of
elements needed to rebuild that by a referendum vote -women Susan B. Anthony. An effort will be
made, however, to interest Mrs. Ruebe included as electors.
wasting tissues and replace may
Renewed activity in New York, self ,Sage, Betty- Green, and other
feebleness with strength.
West Virginia, Indiana and South millionaire women.
We return money if it fails to benefit.
It was a blow to the snffragists
Dakota, where woman suffrage bills
W. R. ilePHERSON, Druggist.
are now pending in the legislatures. when their efforts to have the franManagement J. J. Coleman.
Extend in every way the call for chise extended to their sex in the
Pekes: 2c,-Mc, Mc, 71/e.
the submission to the people of a constitution of Oklahoma were deand
$1150.
sixteenth amendment to the federal feated. The only hope lett there is
constitution whAoh, if passed, VI mile. the initiative and referendum clause,
Brats on sale Tuesday 9 a. In.
give women the same right to vote and by agitation it is believed the
question can be placed squarely bethat men have.
delegates are many fore the "men people."
Among
the
BOTH PHONES 548.

"That Odd Fellow"

HARRY

BERESFORD

Wherever smokers meet, you will find few among the
many 5c-straight brands that are in any way equal to our

NEED
VINOL

"ADAD"
A Fine, Full-Size Cigar— 7 for 25c

The Woman Hater

0

Chelientucky

Thursday Night,Feb.21

Saturday, Feb. 16

The Laughing Show

Papa's
Boy

Matinee and Night
WILD &ARNOLD'S

8•••

THE

Clever Comedians

OUTLAW

Seats on sale Wednesday 9 a. us
Prices 25c, 35e, anc, 75e.

e

The best cigars are now sold in the 2,000 Drug Stores
havg
in ,the National CiFar Stands Emblem in the window

I W. B. McPHERSON, 335 Broadway.

F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets,
J. D. BACON. Seventh and Jacksou Sts.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
PETTITS RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY •
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
Saturday Matinee and Night—"Tra- it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature is on each box. 25.
cey, The Outlaw."

illAYS THINK OF SIMMER.
"Tracy the Outlaw."
Despite the fact that this is the
Out-illaseball Outfits Brought to Light
fourth season that "Tracy the
.1gain.
law" has been on the road, its seems seems to continue without any
PLLAJANES ON WARPATH.
Istances. The prorincc.of Oecidental
Healthy school boys seem to be
signs of alotiog. This exciting mel; Negros has been free from disturbabout the only residents at Paduc-ah
odrama of western life will be seen
unmindful of the epidemic of grip,
American j anee for four years. It is belleeed
Burn Town and Kill
at the Kentucky theater, Saturday
and changeable weather, and are takthe raiders were mountaineers ventTeachers.
matinee, and evening, February it;.
ing matters in their regular course.
their hereditary enmity against
ing
Comedy is throughout the course of
The first 'touch of real warm weather YOUNG '1VOI1L14i SAID TO HAVE
the coast towns.
the performance and a number of
Manila, Feb. 1.5.--Pulaianes atROBBED THE CHURCH.
two days age set them to thinking of
spereanies will be rendered between
tacked and burned two towns in the
summer, and baseball outfits we're
FOR SALE--Frame residence of
the acts„
proviebee of Occidental Negros yesbrought from their storage places,
terday and killed six members of the two stories on Third street having
and for the past two days boys play- Took
Money Being Raised By Mean.„constabulary. Two American teach- IS rooms on lot 72z137, stable and
Harry Beresford.
ing catch: is a commen sight at the
ers' Society to Purchase
- Harry Berevford, who will be seen
lees, W. .1. SaLsetter and Walter J. L. other out-houses, 414,000. II. C. Holschools. "Dainty in the coffee pot'."
in "The Woman Hater," next week,
New Organ.
Ise, are reported to be missing. No lins, Real Estate, Trneheart Bldg.
Is another summer fame they have
tells of a funny experience that he
, cause is knicrwt1 for the sudden up- Telephone 127.
for chil- had in a western restaurant.
taken to. Three lalia "of broom
rlsin.g. Raids were made within a
night- "I had ordered a steak." said Mr. titiek is sawed off and the ends sharpredius
ten mites, and schoOle Were
He who sleeps much learns little.
Bloomington, Ill., Feb. 15.--A treened. A paddle is used as a bat.
Reresford, "but when the waiter
first 'attacked and burned in both In- —Spanish.
With the edge of theebat one end of mentious sensation was created here
brought and sett/eel it I noticed that
rile "dainty" is struck, causing it to this afternoon by the arrest of Miss
it looked euripiciouely like a steak
bound into the air. It is struck with Helen Dixon, a pretty girl who for
that had been refused by a gentles
the paddle and batted yards away. two years eras been treasurer of the,
man at the next table. So I said to
A epecific ntenber of jumps is given Gleaners'. Society of the Second Christhe waiter, 'Are you sure that this is
the "pitrirer" and the score is thus tian church, it being alleged that she
the steak th-at I ordered:"
had embezzled 81,200 of the church
made.
`"Cili, yes, sir.'
funds.
"'Come, no lying now, isn't that
You get handsome, well
She was the custodian of money
HOTEL AlUYIVA114.
the steak that was refused by the
appointed carriages
Palmer—G. T. Kowalsky, St. Louis that had been earned by the society
when I serve you. We
gentleman over there?'
A. G. KImball, Chicago: Carroll Bur- In various ways, the money to be apgive promt personal at"'Well, sir, If you Inlist know sir,
plied
tention
at all times.
gess, Cincinnati; J. D. Van Hook. St.
upon the payment of a new orit is
!souls; MacD. Ferguson. lo Ceuter: gan. This organ had,just arrived at
"'What do you mean by serving
W. A. Ryan, Memphis; H. E. Butter- an expense of $2.2tket.
When Mies
it to me then?'
field, Newark, N. J., H. H. Pfeifer, Dixon was asked for the money In
/111111•1111111•111110111111=11110s
"'Well, sir, you see, sir, we has orIndianapolis; A. L. Riehter, New her poeseseion, she could give no reders, sir, to try three times before
York; J. J. MeRarron, °Wieland, 0.: ply, simply stating that she had
we give it up sir.'"
Stepthen Preach, Louisville; P. F. :nothing to say regarding it.
Carroll, Joliet, 111:.; L. 'B. Whitesides,
Late last night Miss Dixon broke
"The College Widow."
New York: L. E. Ellenberger, Jack- her silence and confessed that all the
There seems little doubt but that
son, Miss,
mones had been sent to her brother,
"The College Widow" will come to
Beivedere—C, Beageleg, Chicago; but she could not tell where he Was
Pape:1th l'ebruary 22. under all the
J C. Elks, Otre.neboro; George Jack- located. She said that he had
apmarkedly favorable auspices which
eon, New York; E. Murphe., Issuis- pealed to her at various times for
this tomedy has enjoyed at the other
viI:e; J. P. Hackteiberg, Ft. Wayne, Money, promising to pay et bark and
houses during its record engagement
Ind.; Robert iMedox. Austin, Tex.; .1. that ahe did not 'have the heart, to
of this season. The thrilling footG, Langdon, Memphis.
refuse him. She
... believed that when
ball scene. he leimorous lines and
New 'Richmon'd—J. F. Meyers, he knew of her plight into which she
Brookport. M.; L. W. Keyee Day- had fallen that he would raise the
ton, O.: C. A. Brasher. New 31adrid, money and aye her released.
Mee J. D. Downer. Downer's Grove,
It finally became necessary to
111.; W. J. Shenlander, Evansville; place her under arrest this afternoon
J. C. Carter, Pot tsvit:e; J. D. Hall. Miss Dixon came here from MichiS..alem; C. H. Witegins. Sheridan; gan, where her parents are supposed
Markham Terry, Marian: J. C. Sulli- to reside. She is also said to have a
van, Knaves; S. A. 'Yale, Kevil.
brother in Chicago.

TRACY

Catchy Music
Tuneful Songs

The producer-to-smoker plan of National Cigar Stands keeps in your
pocket the profits made by middlemen on ordinary cigars.
:
Absolutely the finest clear-Havana
cigar possible to produce at any
price. We sell this cigar at 10 cents straight.

El Solano Aristocrat

Big Scenic production of
the Life Drama

20 Pretty Girls _20
SIP a

;:
41"'4.4"4"1"'
THEATRICAL NOTES t
4

funny -situations constitute one of
the Imes pleasing eirbibitions that
has been seen in this town for many
years.

Men who smoke the ADAD save zo cents on every seven cigars they
smoke. This cigar stands comparison with the most widely advertised
and best 5 cent cigars sold anywhere outside National Cigar Stands.
The blend delights and satisfies a large majority of smokers.

FOR BROTHER

Strong dramatic company.
Beautiful scenic and electrical effects. Clever specialties.
PRICES—Matinee, 10c
dren and 25c for adults;
25c, 35c, 50c and 75c.

a

The Best Carriage 1
Service in Paducah

Light!
Light!! Light!!
Electric or Gas

HARRY

We have a Gas light that rivals the sun in brilliancy. That's the

Inverted Lamp

ANDERSON, PHONE 9 1 5

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Ever seen it? For economy and artistic
beauty it'cannot be surpassed.

&he

Paducah Light

Power Co.

Purity is in the air
up our way---nothing but a few houses,
an old distillery and
lots of corn and rye.

Early Times
Jack Beam
Bottled in bond. Oldest
bottling it eight tars.

Nighttime in Style Again,
FOR SALE—Pour rot) mnourre on
I AD ndon, Feb. 15.--The
use of lot 24x163 to alley, two porches, coal
nightcaps, which were discarded half house, etc. Situated on South Fourth
a century ago, except by elderly wo- street. Rents BO per month. Price
men, is being revived by fashionable, $000. H. C. Hollins, v Trueheart
English ladies. According to Drapers' Bldg. Telephone 127,
Recerd, headgear of that kind is becoming an indispensable part of a
woman'a wardrobe. The nightcap of
19.07 is a dainty combination of earnbrie. late and frills, with colored ribbons and rosettes.
The revival is
ascribed partly to doctdrs end partly
to elaborate etriffeurs.

Saturday Candy

IALWAYS RELY
ONIT
Experienced housekeepers
want a baking powder for all
purposes. HI LO is perfect in
biscuit and muffins, make:
flannel and corn cakes as light
as a flake, and excels in the
most delicate of layer cakes,
because the "life of the powder" is /truly liberated into
the dough — thus'a "smoothness", the most. desirable
element in baking.
Who would not rely on this exc.!.
I.-nt product? Protected in rnoamtprOof 9roi. yontorrne with mil pure
•food taw.. hate and National.
SOLD Al' Tt-flt FIDNRSt PRICE
OP A DIME A POUND.

At your grocer's.
Continental Baking Powder Co.
Nsetteille.

•

-

31c a Box

Princeton Depot Work,
Superintendent A, IT, Egan, Rand
master A. F. Stamm and Supervisor
of Bridges and Building," W. C. Wag.
genets of the Louisville divining of
the Illinois Central, were in Paducah
last night and went up the division
this morning. Superintendent 'F,gan
shifts' that the work. of laying brick
for the new peeceniter depot at Prinee
ton would begin Monde),
AILE--flottage of 4 rooms
and reception hal
Tircee (ghee
mama elan be constructed in 14 storr
Situated on Int Mx 170, good neigh
borhood In MerhanicsbOrg, 411,1/04r)
H. C. Hollins; Truelit414 Bldg, Tel,
lir .
3
1S7,

Made of the purest of ingredients by one of the best
makers in the trade, *hipped
to us in fancy boxes

Fresh Every
Saturday
The candy has made a hit
with our customers. Drop in
tqmorrow:or Sunday an3 get

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothlx, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.

box.

M'PHERSON
4th and Broadway

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St..

•••

F
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

Pure LAND QUESTION IS
Drugs TEXT OF MESSAGE

4,,

If you need Drugs, anything
In the Toilet Line, a prescription
II:led promptly and correctly, or
anything in the Patent or Proprietary Medicine Line, telephone S. H. Winstead, the Druggist, either phone 756, Seventh
and Broadway. Here are a few
things vrhich he does well:
He tries to merit your trade.
He handles
goods.

only

the

Reform Measures

Conservat ion of Coal and Miner
al
Bights in Public Domain Is
His Point,

LF:ASE

MINING

PRIVILEGES

best

Hat
Ares
Ready

Tyrant

"The Xew Store Bla:e.g the Way."

Spring

President Urges Congress to

PAGE

AFTER -INVENTORY SALE

Spring

Hat
kres
Has Begun-==Final Close Out of All Sto
cks Regardless
Ready
of Their Cost or Value.
•
•
.
EVER before has good clothing and furnis
hings been offered at such a sacrifice. Nev
er
t
till the new store started its fixed policy of
CL
OS
IN
G
OU
T
eac
h season. Our inven- _ i
tory, just over, shows certain lines tha
t should be further reduced, for-this reason,
we now
start an After-Inventory.saTe,asking you to
I
bear in mind that this is NOT a sale of old
stocks; I
NOT a sale of odds and ends, NOT a sal
e of SELECTED LOTS, but on the other
•
hand, I
you have unlimited choice of our clean,
fresh stock, blacks, blues and raincoats includ
ed in the
clothing sale, and all assortments in furnishin
I
gs. :: .:: ::

N

Washington, D. C., Feb. 15.-The
"urgent need of legislation
affecting'
the different phases '
of -ibet- public
land situation in the United
States"
He makes a specialty of his
4
was emphasized by President Roose
Prescription Department.
velt in a long message submitted
to
congress today.
He employs none but licensed
In his mesitage the preeident
prescription clerks.
advocates the conservation of
4
coal and
6•
:
:
He treats you as be would
other fuel resources on lands still
••
be.
:
:
:
have you treat him.
:
:
longing to the government, sayin
::
::-::
g
that hencefotth the station shoul
He extends every courtesy to
o'
retain its title to its fuel resources,1
i
each customer.
urges gcNernment control of
the wesHe appreciates your trade.
tern public land pastures, and
asks
for an appropriation of half
a milSo don't forget, when you
lion doliars, immediately availa
ble.
need anything in the Drug or
In addition to present estimates,
to
Dsuggist Sundry Line, to teleaid in detecting and preventing
land
phone 756 and see what prompt
frauds. Re contends for a syste
m of
and satisfactory service you will
government leasing of its miner
al
get.
hinds anw for treating these
fuel
lands as public utilities.
Other Nations Lease bands.
Concerning the teasing of miner
al
lands by the government the
president points Out it is not an
untried
PROPRIETOR
po:icy, It ,has been in force
in AusWINSTEAD'S DRUG STORE.
tralia for 15 years, and is now
in
force in all coal producing
BOTH PHONES 756.
countries
in Europe and in Canada. India
and
Broadway and Seventh Street.
all the British colonies.
Contains tueds and youth's Contains men's
"Mc.ineral fuels, like
the forests
and youth's COUtains men's and youth
KNOCK.OUT DROPS. .
's
and navigable streams," the
Pant
s that sold up to $3- Pants that sold up
message
to 95- Pants that sold up to 98.50
says, "shou:d be .
treated as public
blacks included-your pick blacks included-yo
Administered
ur pick -blacks included-the
By
LegisIntim
of etrities. Thls is generally recognizand fit in the lot now
and fit in the lot now
Tennessee,
ed abroad. In some foreign count
finest trousers made now
ries
practical control of a large portio
n
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 15.- For Of the fuel resources was allowed
the first time this Session the more years ago to pass into private hands,
but the existing governments are
remnant Prohi%Monists, were givenena
knock-out blow In the senate today. deavoring to regain this control in
The Anti-Saloon league leaders were order that the diminishing fuel supon hand in force and used every pos- ply may be safeguarded. for the comsible effort to whip members into line mon good inatead of being disposed
for the Holladay anti-jug bill, but Of for the benefit of the few.
when the time for voting fame they
Would Provide for Future.
were not in is. The senate also put
''In our western states and
terria quietus on two other projects, when tories the
scarcity of both water and
It referred the house resolution pro- forest
s has rendered necessary their
viding for a special committee to in- prese
rvation as public utilities,• and
4vestigate the two-cent passenger ngre the
preservation of the forests
for
question during the TIVARII to the the
purpose of conserving both
the
finaneT. committee, It is not likely water
s and the timber supply has
to be heard of until after the recess. come
to be recognized as the•wise
It also referred the house resolution and
proper •poley of the federal goy•
providing fpr a committee to examine
This sale of high grade Neck ernment. The quantity of high
grade
Into the quality of illuminating oiSs
mineral fuels In the west is relati
wear
will include nothing but fresh,
vesold in the state.
ly mush smaller than that of
the
desirable patterns. We make this
forests, and the proper conse
rvation
A STITCH IN TINE
-unusual reduction to further reduce
Will save nine. So will a bottle of of these fuels is a matter of far
Ballard's Horehound Syrup
s kept reaching importance.
on hand save many a spell alway
stock. You can buy as mt6y ties
of sickness.
"This government should. not
A sure cure for Coughs, Colds.
Bronnow
chitia and Whooping Cough. Mrs.
This sale includes ail ooys' and
as you want in this sale-as long es
S-, repeat tae mistake of the past.
Hot Springs. Ark...irrites: "I keep
het
a us
child
ren's suits-Sailors, Russian
bottle of Ballard's Horehound
not do what the next genera
they last-but we would advise you
in
tilon
my Medicine chest, and thank syrup
my
foreBlous
canno
e and Double breasted styles.
t
undo.
thought many times. It has prevented
We have a right to the
to come early. Notice display in
many severe spells of sickness."
proper use of both the forest
The
large
st reduction ever offered
s and
Sold by all druggists.
window.
the fuel during our lifetime,
in new clothing.
but we
No Room for Doubt: "My dear, should not dispose of the birthright
Men's 915.00 and $12.50 Men's 125.00
" Of our child
ren. If this government
and $20.00 Men's 140 00, $35.00 and
said Newed, sniffing
suspiciously,
Suits
, Overcoats and Rain- Suits, Overcoats and
sells its remaining fuel lands
\ "these eggs are not fresh."
they
Rain- /30 00 Suits, Overcoats and
"Tee pass
costs, blacks and blues in- I coats, blacks and
out of its future cvntrol. If it
mast be mistaken, dearest."
blues in- Raincoats, blacks and blues
All boys' and children's suits
replied'now leases
them we retain control,
eluded
Mrs, Netted. "The grocer's boy
oluded
inclu
that
ded
sold up to 93.50-500 tf
and
futur
a
e
congr
ess will be at libbrought them this morning."
No old stock, but shirts that you
suits to pick from, choice Q Is
erty to decide whether It will
continue or change the policy."
ean wear for spring and summer.
The lower peninsula of Michigan
The president den:es the
claim
Is said to be entirely underlaid with
,that reservetion of the fuel
/2.50 Colored Shirts,
supplies
rock salt.
All boys' and children's suits
st1:1 belonging to the gover
nownment
01 MU
that sold up to t6.00-500
would rake the price of coal in
75c
Knee
the
111.25 Knee snits to pick fromeT
West and add-a: '"ro secure chespnerm
Pants now
,
$2 00 Colored Shirts
of timber and fuel for the mome
Pant
s now
nt
now
_105
60C
at the east of rulnito our ow-n
chil96C
dren would sorely lie a 14 II!CI dal
$1.00 Knee
p0!.415 To 4IT
Eit
$1.50 Colored Shirts,
All boys' and children's snits
D VVIVY
icy.
$1.50
Knee
Pants now
11011!
$11
that
1 5
sold up to $10-500
"The necessity for care in the
,T
ERS
)
Pants
ri%1
,
now
ANT
S
f,
75C
suits to pick from. choice.....$3.95
titre management of these fuel sup,
$ 1. 12
plies is illustrated by the rapid rate', le willia.
•
.40"willasesall'olleaetil"willieestlismilasedill"•111111t4111
\410"641110
.
1111
"
•
1 .
111 4041rollameels"alleaselli"
at whist the use of such fuels Is In-,
Mliss.Illisoiesaliswillaesais11111-allans.i l
iggatagobsossensim.46
ggesi
--creasing in the United States.
••••s•MV1••••••=1M11••••
Thisj government
control and suggests a
Alt,M1
remarkable development and
GENEIL4L14,
SAD NEWS DV BROTHER KILLS
the
certain conttnuity of this prodigiottsi prevision In the west "against the re- ,
conditions we de- Denmerntic Senators Will Hive - No Woma
growth compel us to recast all
n Drops Dcad When She Hears
estli elliren" of 'the
plore in the east." Citing 2.300 cases
mates as to the life of onr"inexha
Leader.
of Conviction for Burglary.
ussl
public
land entries in four dis-,
tible resources.' We can foresee
tbelf)f
Washington
.Feb.
15.--Every
time when the eastern Industries will ,tricts mentioned, the president says
Milwaukee. Feb. 15.-Clara Boos,
(Pure)
, noncompliance
with
the law was Democratic senator is henceforth to sister of Peter Roos,
be much more largely
who was contat
"
1 for "u hfonad in over half of them, and d•- be a "minority leader." if the presplying foreign markets.
victed of robbing the house of Mrs.
it
would
libera
ent
te
fraud in many eases.
plan does not go awry.
surely be greatly to the adean
Margaret
ICeinwacnier. dropped
-ATtage of
After vainly iry:ng to agree en dead
this country. If Poltie at least of the
The messagy concludes: "From
this morning when she learned
some
senator to take the place now of her brother's
mai ae:da of the east. and especially ,the standpoint of the
convietion.The youns
pub:Ic Interest,
held by Senator B:ackhurn, of Ken- woma
of the anthracite field, had been left i fallure to prevent fraud
n had been BOON* favorite sister
of this kind
tucity
, whose term expires March 4, sal she stood by
under the control of the government
peCit:lerly /*MOWN because in so
him throughout the
.
"I cannot too emphatically
nay , many eases the success of the fraud the minority statesmen in /he upper trial. When Boos was informed of
- house have
about. decided to adopt his gietere death he
that all laws which merely seek to tilent claimant means
broke Into a vethe prevention
a suggestion of Senator Morgan and hement
prevent monopo:y or tha mishand-!of the establishm
fit of sobbing and said Clara
ent of a home to
have
no
minority Seeder.
l'ng of the public by forbidding coinwag the only one who cared anything
"nle homed homeoeeker. The earn"A sort of pnetleal guerilla war- about him.
bination are certain to fall of their eatwish of the
administration Is to
tare," Mr. Morgan characterized II.
purpose. Experience with the inter- diseontInne
the advertisement of
This will combat the tendency tostate commerce and anti-trust lases'fraild
11%11111E11 IN .14"1,T(IN.
in connection with the public
shows that wbet, is Doed.ed
ward centralization of power against
not pre_ land system; bnt the only way to
which Democratic senators have heeniMayfield
hibition of all combinations,. but aceomplteb this
Vouth
le by putting a, stop
Lonirallic
Inveighing.
Butt anpervision and
control over to the.fraud
School WINN.
"That's the trouble In the senate."'
combinations. and over corporations
tread one senator.
ent&ing•Anto them. WI will preve
Mayfield, Ky., Feb.
nt
A RANT
'tbeb member Of the mine-why hi linger, a prominent soling Lock fluThe evils( while girtnair the public Should hi. 1•11T1•1111IP lb the loom.
mnn of
.
'tad
will be if you give it White's cream capable Of being a leader and wants
the itdvennages of combination "
this city, who has heen
Venni Nice, the bent
attensiinr
worm medicine to be one and
we have about shield' wheal In Lotsiseille,
offered to suffering hstmontty. This
Must Stamp Oat Freud.
and Miss Sear- I
wiring, electric
y Is becoming the permanent ee- ledt-tio have no arm,'
The president points out that e remed
of xenerala With sea. of ShelbyvflIS, 10.. were 'marture of an houephosis A mothe
r
with
na
privates."
.
11S
ovien can't get along without a hot.
Complete machine shop.
would hair, been heti* If some east- 41
ried last stileht
arrivine
Whites Cream Nerrhltegil tit the
"
ern mil lands had beet left
here
this
132morni
134
ng.
N.
Fou
Th,i
under: b°
,
S
rth at.
left
"
.
Latin' by
Phonois 787
Bata
all draggista,
Subsoil* My The Sun.
ville Wednesday.
emlniningigalliggginglinengs.
:k
.He gives prompt attention to
telephone orders.
He delivers goods promptly.

After.Inventory Sale of

MEN'S PANTS

In order to further reduce our pant stock,
greater reductions are now made. Freshen up
your old suit with a pair of new trousers fro
m
this sale.

S. H. WINSTEAD

Lot No. 1

$1.00, 75c, 50c

NECK WEAR

Friday and Saturday

25€

•

•

Lot No. 2

Lot No. 3

$1.65 $2.45 $3.90

After=
After=Inventory Sale of
Inventory
MEN'S SUITS AND OVERCOATS Sale of
Many lines already exhausted, have bee
n
filled up from the highest grades, and you
can
Children's
still find a pleasing pattern and a correct fit
at
the greatest showing ever made on good clothi
ng.
Su
it
s
Lot No. 1.
Lot No. 2.
Lot No: 3.

$12.50 and $15.00 $25, 22.50, $20 $40, $35 and $30
values $8.40
values $18.00
values 13125

Lot No. 1.

Shirt .Reductions

$8.40

ti an

$13.25 $1.8.00

Lot No. 2.

ei)

L. LLAY&C.0)

Kargan
And

la3;1",13

I

Lot No. 3.

To) )1Y1

Virgin Oil
of Pine

CITY TRANSFER CO
inow located at

Olaulber's Stable.

We are ready for all kinds of
hauling.

Gilbert's Drug
Store

TELEPHONE 499

4th and Broadway

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

jThese prescriptions,
as
as all others,
' carefully compounded by registered
ruggists.

Ilouse

In rn'tnn,

c; "sis

plants installed.

I

o
r
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riot, but his wickedheas only teemed
Mrs. Campbell's Funeral.
to emphasize the fidelity of the othThe funeral of Mrs. Bertle ,Fowler
er eleven apostles. The few churchCampbell, who died yesterday at, the
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
men who fall, should by their rarity
home of her mother, Mrs. Lawns S.
BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO. call attention to the host of the upFowler, 727 Broadway, will be held
INCoftrost FED
right. llost of the men
who go
tomorrow fernceon at 4 o'clock from
F. M. FISfli I, i'resideal.
U. 7. PAXTON. General Manager.
wrong are outside the church, and to
the family Owe. The Rev. W.. E.
draw misleading warnings on cant
ve
y,:, D of the 'First PreebYtetian
Ca
mor
SIIHsestlirTiOX HATEst
Metered at the postollice at Pala,elk sad hypocricy from the peculation's Jerome's Expert Said to Be- church, will conduct the services.
IL.y. as second class matter.
of one man in a million Is worse in
The burial will be at Oak Grove oeinTIM DAILY SOD
lieve Thaw is Insane
ST carrier, per Week
- - 0 .14 its general effect than the criminal's
By mall, per month, in advance .25 conduct. It Is such Intemperate critThe following
resolutions were
By mail, per year, in advance.. 2.10 icism that spoils every reform movedrafted by a committee of the MagTHE WEEKLY SUN
ment. Let an evil or an abuse be Prisoner Fears Asylum Apparently azine club in memory of Mrs. Bertle
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places:
the disasters in this life.
away of their beloved president, Mrs.
R. D. Clements
OM.
Van CuIln Bros.
Eiertie Fowler Campbell, wish to exPalmer House.
Lawyers in the Feist murder case
press their love and appreciation.
John Wilhelm's.
New Work. Feb. 15.—It is taken • Therefore, be it resolved, That the
at Nashville took a day apiece for
arguing the case
Although a court for granted that uniesei Juror Bolton vacancy caused by her death will be
does not feel disposed to limit coun- has a physical breakdown there svill most difficult to fill, and the club
sel in a ease, where the life of a man be no mistrial of the Thaw case. It will ever be poorer from the loss of
6
depends on their words, yet common is believed Bolton will be in condi- her counsel and guidance.
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sense should set some limit. What tion to continue his duties to the
Resolved', That
womanly
her
more, may we inquire, can at man state Monday. Jerome's experts now grace, her charm of manner and
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
say in a day on any given subject, are inclUted to believe Thaw really mind, were a constant Inspiration to
January, 1907.
3848 than he could say in two or three was insane. Jerome may therefore the club,
3882
se
hours? having all day, naturally he decide to have A lunacy eommittee
Resolved, That as a mark of re
3874
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stretcher his language and spreads appointed to declare the defendant in- spect to her, the Magazine club dis13.....-3899
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out his points until proportion is sane. Thaw has great tear of being continue its meetings during the Len3891 _
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lost, the relations of things clouded gent to an asylum for the criminally ten season.
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and close, consistent reasoning made Insane.
Resolved, That Ate secretary be
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out of the question. Then think of
instructed to record these resolutions
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such prolonged agony. Im- ton's death was
3804 ter class of
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agine a dry tongued, hoarse throated, ly after 2 tr. m.
yesterday, the hour bereaved family.
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26
disheveled advocate, with jaw mus- set for
MISS ANNA WEBB,
the afternoon session and Jus4299
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ciereweakened by continued use and tice Fitzgerald
MRS, F. L SCOTT,
immediately ordered
4239
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his twitching mouth drooling at the adjournment
MRS. CHAS. WHEELER.
until next Monday. The
4107
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corners, delivering a brain-fagged court
Committee.
also ordered, with the consent
31
410'7
address on matters of fact with which
of the counsel, that the other eleven
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jurors be given their liberty and no
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as he. What a hit a lawyer would
longer heldltogether.
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Birds are like human beings, difmake wish a fifteen minute talk to
Whether Bolton will return to the fering greatly in character, likes,
Average for January, 1906
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close an argumeat against an adverjury° box Monday and the trial be and dislikes. They are, moreover,
Personally appeared
before me,
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sary who had argued all day.
resumed or whether a new jury will extremely whimsical. To train them
this Feb. 1, 19.07, E. J. Button, genbe secured and the case gone over successfully one must study their
eralsmanager of The Sun, who afProgress of the conference be again, is not known.
firms that the above statement of
dispositions. One feathered pet of
If the trial is resumed Mrs. Thasf. my acquaintance refused to sleep at
the circulation of The Sun for the tween the president and the delemonth of Jan., 1907, is true to the gates from San Francisco and com- will in all probability be the first night unless it had a cracker in its
ments of the coast newspapers cor- witness called after the
best of h4s knowledge and belief.
evidence of cage. This dainty was not to eat,
roborate the president's original ob- Dr. Evans is completed.
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from his lordship's point of view,
servation that labor troubles af0at
Notary PutHc.
First Mrs. Thew will retail those but perchupon. The whim of anthe bottom of the anti-Japanese feel- things concerning Stanford White's other was to never bathe in
the conMy commission expires January
ing In California, and that the pro- treatment of other girls, which
provided fol
were ventional white dish
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hibition of coolie immigration will the subject of frequent talks between this purpose. However, as he
seemed
result in an amicable settlement of her and her husband. She
will tell heartily to enjoy shaking the drops
Daily Thought.
the educational question. The whole of those Incidents hinted at by
Del-, from a wet lettuce-leaf, thus mak"Scarcely anything seems impossi- country
naturally sympathizes with mas on
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when
Stanford ing an impromptu shower bath for
ble to the man who can will strong- the Californians, and since
Japan is White spoke of her nusbansi dispar- himself, it was not bard to see that
ly enough and long enough."
RA anxious to keep her coolies at agingly by the bedside of May
Mc- the dish was at the root of the ob4
home as we are that they should Kenzie, when she and
jection, not the water itself. One
Mrs.
Caine
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stay there, a little less indulgence met White in the theater,
when
instead
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day,
Thaw
ordinary
of
bath, a
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Having settled on the date for the in bombast along
our western coast told 'her of the hired thugs who were Japanese dish
was placed In the cage.
s
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next Republican state convention, will result in a friendly
arrangement ficalowleg im and of his appeal to the Immediately the tiny esthete plunged
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June 26. the members of the party that will militate to the
advantage of Society for Suppression of Vice to
aar- Into the gaily colored 'dish and took
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school trustees are selling supplies to fort to set Harry Thaw free.
stS
to ill-treat your pet when beginning
cordingly. And that is exactly the
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the schools their conduct is repreWhen she has said the Last word his education
is to lay the foundation
vantage of which the party should
hensible. Such arts come .clearly in his behalf the young wife will of
a complete failure.—From "The
ma
the most. There are many good
within the provision that trustees face Jerome. It seems to be generally
("trete" for February.
men
the party from whom to pick,
mast not make contracts with the understood new that Jerome will not
but som
have this weakness and
board. They may declare this char- spare her. Reduced to the last analyothers that. We mils: pick the one
Elephants Can Carry a Grudge.
ter provision unconstitutional, but sts, the store of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
that lacks al the weaknesses and
A Hindu mahout was employed
they will not satisfy the minds of Is the keystone of the defense. If it
possesses stren h. The shifting
with a working elephant in Bangkok.
the people of Paducah that they are is not broken down Jerome realises
winds of temporary metes should be
Siam, and 'frequently used a steel
conforming strictly to the ethics of that the accused will go free.
Ignored In the select •n. The citigoad in defiance of all warnings, says
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man for
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Wedding Anniversar).
Dr. and Mrs. Otho Powell celebrated their second wedding anniversary eith a ve:entine euchre in their
apartments in the Buckner lats last
IMP•
.11?
sia..••••
lb
night. There were five tables. The
rooms were decorated with
Davis-Calender.
hearts
Circuit Court.
A pretty wedding took place last and this pretty idea was carried out
G. U. Drewry against beery Dunnight at the home of the bride's lin the score cards and the luncheon
lap, judgment for sale.
mother, Mrs. M. Davis, of 1111 appointments. Delicious refreshments
Bert Roberts was sentenced to the
were
served. Mrs. Mollie Powell, of
Jackson street. Miss Nannie E. Dareform school for five years, until he
vis and Mr. Chas. Thomas Calender Princeton, Dr. Powell's mother, asis 21, and Detective Sergeant T. J.
were united in marriage by the Rev. stetted in receiving the guests.
•
Moore was appointed a committee to
•
E. H. Cunningham.
take
him there. Detective
cloy
Moore
girls
a number of whom are
Miss Davis is a very charming
will leave with his charge tomorrow
young lady with a host of friends Sunday school mitten, relatives and
morning.
and Mr. Calender Is a popular young warm personal friends of Mrs. CampMiss Fleets Price was appointed
bell.
farmer of Livingston county.
The
an examiner with office at 127 South
couple left this morning for their
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Schiele, of (Sas- Fourth street.
future home in Livingston county.
A motion for a new trial in the
eyville, Ky., are visiting Mrs. Mary
case of Joseph L. Friedman and Max
Schulte, of 843 Kentucky avenue.
Enjoyable Valentine Party,
B. Nahm against F. W. Katterjohn
Mr. L. B. Whiteside*, of
Mrs. A. Peck, 521 North Sixth
New
was overruled by Special Judge J. E.
street, entertained with a valentine York is in the city
Mr. Jerry M. Porter, of Clinton, is Robbins., of Mayfield, and an appeal
party last night. Music and games
was granted. The plaintiffs secured
were the features, after which re- in Paducah on business.
$1,50,0 caftnages.
Hon.
John
T.
freshments were served.
Moore,
of
La Center
Among
those present were Mr. and Mrs. W. arrived here last evening.
Hon. Mac D. Ferguean, of La CenDeeds Filed.
the Cumberland Telephone company L. lorneh, Mrs. Gott, Mrs. Vaughn,
George C. Hughes to E. W. WhitMisses Belle Nichols, Bessie Lou ter, the state railroad commissioner,
and 'caueed a suspension of business
temore, 'property in the Murrell West
Watts, Ruby Vaughn, Irene diodfus, arrived here last night.
for several hours between Paducah
The Rev. J. W. Blackard returned End addition, $1 and other considerJessie
G-ott,
Myrtle
Hoyer,
Emma
and Cadiz, where the line ran.
ations.
Smotherman, Steaa Ross, Daisy Bry- from Jackson, Tenn., last evening.
-You know your calling cards
George C. Hughes to F. M. McMiss
Murrel
l
Brown, of Madisonan Heine feces, Ruth McOool, Pearl
are correct when they come from The
Dassing, and Messrs. Rupert Robin- ville, arrived in the city last evening Glathery, iroperty ia the Murrell adSun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
--lisle Soot Destriener.
son, Owen Robertson, Polk Byte!, Ar- to visit Mrs. 'Claude ()reason, of 111.5 dition, $1 and other consideratione.
hundred, the Old Englleh $3.
-For De Pendley ring 416.
L. D. Potter to Fred. Beyer, propthur Robinson, Will St-raub, Walter Clay street.
-Place your orders thr wedding
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
erty
in the Murrell West End addi400%
Dr.
Adrian
Sanders,
Boyer
has returned- to
Charles Sanders, Arch
invitations at home. The Sun SnOWS
Broadway, Phone 196.
Householder, Will Porter, Len Mar- Paducah. He had been at Fulton tion, $1 and other considerations.
-Drink Belvedere the master as great an assortment as you find
W. C. O'Brean to M. C. Warren,
practicing medicine several months
tin.
anywhere at prices much lower than
brew.
Attorneys W. A. Berry, W. V. Ea- property in the O'Bryan addition,
-Residents in the vfelnity of you pay eltewhere.
$140.
Dance Rehearsals Postponed One ton and C. C. Grassham
went to
-City subscribers to the Daily
Fifth and Clark and Ninth and Clark
Joseph L. Friedman, et at,, to J.
SmIthland today to attend court.
Week.
streets complain of boys throwing Sun who wish the delivery of their
Miss Mamie O'Brien Is recovering S. Bleecker, property on
Second
In tribute to Mrs. Bertie Fowler
rocks and breaking windows. Several papers stopped must notify our, colCampbell, who was an assistant in from a week's sickness front the street between Monroe and Jefferson
hurry calls by pence failed to catch lectors or make their requests distreet*, $1 and other considerations
the Rose dance of the "Flower. Car- grip.
rect to To" Sun office. No attention
the youngsters.
Mae B. Cowgill to W. F. BradMrs.
Noble F. Parker left yesternival," there will be no rehearsals
-Everybody sells Soot Destroyer will be paid to such orders when
held of the dances on Saturday. The day for Lexington, Tenn., to visit her shaw, Jr., power of attorney.
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
and everybody should use it.
Henry P. Denscher'to Robert Gramothers of the children are asked to parents.
-Drink Belvedere the
Paducah
-Upright pianos from $150 to
Hon. efla.cD. Ferguson, railroad ham, property in the county, $300.
make note of this and, also, that the
;200, to reduce our stock of slightly beer.
Robert Graham to Ruffen Bradrehearsals will take place as usual commissioner, passed through the
used pianos we make these offers. W.
city last night en route to Louisville ford, property inothe county, $1,700.
on Saturday, the 23-rd.
OYSTF.RS-OVSTERS.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
J. S. Graham, et al, to Robert
front his 'home in La Center, Ky. He
BIEDERMAN'S.
-Use Standard Soot Destroyer.
Graham, property in the county, $5
left this morning at 1:45 o'clock.
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e
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Mrs.
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ll.
-The Binois Central, pay car ar- Port Little Bananas, those large
Mr. C. C. Grassham will go to Sa- and other considerations.
The Patriotic lunineon to have
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rived from Mounds, Ill., this morn100e been
A GREAT UTILITY.
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In Bankruptcy.
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Aspara
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ys
business men
are being [aid off,
Max J. Michelson yesterday aftertion on the 22nd, has been called sick.
turn to want advertising as a
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115c
Miss 'Pearl Thomas, of Mayfield, noon filed a petition in bankruptcy
in on account of the death of Mrs.
matter of course' for a hunmeats an', every character of en- String Beans, per can
arrived at noon and is the guest of giving liabilities amounting to $7.Bertie F. Oarnpbell,
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small services.
The
graved work is given careful, per- Strawberries, per can
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a
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way.
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rally and inevitably as any
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and Tennessee. Phone 222.
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tralia,
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life.
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Police Court.
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o'clock yesterday afternoon. A spark Pigs Feet, those nice selected hind
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loser and finder together. It
Pratt's
Poultry Food.
fine painting of.,ervery character, inmiseed
of the charge or permitting
COOKWANTED-Apply at once
mitee of the Chicano D. A, R., sent
Mrs. Margaret Cunningham Is Ill
tetroduces people whose inside work and carriage painting and Koster garbage.
a hantlsoine panted tates.flag tS the st -trev home, 626 North Sixth street. debris to drop on the street from his to 162n Jefferson street.
Cervela
terest% are mutual-et-ten
t
and
Summer Sausage, just
if
repairing. Phone 401
wagon.
The
charge could not be proMetropolis commissioner, the Hon. J
Mrs. Joseph Mattison, wife of the
FURNISHED ROOM ftsr rent. Aptheir quests are diverse.
in.
--This afternoon the city school
sexton
M.
Elliott,
of
Oak
mayor of Metropolis, and
Grove cemetery, is Ill
ply 509 Washington.
Sap Sago Cheese, etc.
Want
advertising
forge);
teachers are holt:flag a monthly literof grip.
Don't forget to sow your lawns requested 'that it be raised at Fort
links of "intenee" between all
THREE unfurnished
rooms
for
ary meeting, Prof. George F. Miller,
Rehkop
f
Aseets.
,M.r.
Massac
Richar
on
the
d Alexander, the I. C.
birthday of Abraham
from our fine Lawn Grass Seed.
classes In the community. It
rent. All conveniences, 949 Harrison.
assistant principal of she High school,
Following Is the detailed appraise
Lincoln, February 12.
It is their Pine fitter, has resigned and acceptis,
indeed, the great utilturian
FOR
SALEKitchen range alis presiding.
wish that the flag fly from Its pole ed a position with the N., C. & St. L. ment of the real estate of E. Rehicopf,
9999 999 99
force in the email affairs and
9 9 9 '1 9 9
* 9 9 9 .)
most
new.
Call
201
Founta
bankru
in
Ave.
pt,
-Standard Soot Destroyer is the
as
reported
every day, following the flag regulaMrs. Thomas W. Long, of Hopby the
has grown into one of the
thing to use this weather.
FOR RENT-One furnished room,
tions of the United States military kinsville, who has frequently visited appraisers C. E. Jennings, W. A.
great unities of today.
JAP-IN-RASE.
Gardner and Henry V. Leh:tilted to 333 S. Third street.
-Fine carnations at .50c per dozen
poets, and that the people visiting Mrs. Bertie F. Campbell, arrived
this
From a little
understood
(It's It
at Bruneons, 52e Broadway.
Fort Massac reservation be instruct- morning
.B9OM and board, 408 Washington.
d will remain for the fun- Trustee A. E. Boyd yesterday afterand little used force in bustnoon: Collar shop buildings on Ken- Old phone 2500.
-The body of W. W. Jones, a
ed to always give the salute as fol- eral services.
ewes life, "want advertising"
??
??
999
999 9
99? ?
tucky avenue, $8,000; homestead on
section laborer who died in the I. C.
lows: The right hand uplifted., palm
Attorney W. V. Eaton
WA,.NrPED--Good
went to
cook, colored.
hoidents of daily life.
hospital here yesterday, was taken
upward, to a line with the forehead, Smithland this morning on profes- Washington street, 17,000; brick good wages. Old phone
248.
National Protective Legion.
store building on South Second street,
to Caneyviele this morning for burclose to it. While thus standing with sional bueiness.
WANT
-Two
ED
The
furnis
hed rooms
regular monthly meeting of the palm
;16,010.0.; residence at Fifth and
kr
Me. Oscar L. Gregory will leave
upward and in the attitude
tofor light housekeeping near I. C.
"High
"
Legion
No.
1774
of
Washin
The
gton streets, $3.504);
Na- of salute, all repeat togethe slowly morrow for Washington,
-Globe Wenocke filing cases and
FOR SALE-Saloon at corner of
resi- shop..
r
D. C. Mrs.
Address C, care Sun.
all supplies for them, also the beet tional Protective Legion was held in and distinctly the following
Third and Waehington, or 300 S.
Gregory, who litt.s been spending the dence on Fifth street between Washpledge:
,MONCY TO LEND-.S. T. Randle, Third street. Henry
line of carbons. A full line of blank W. 0. W. hall last evening with a
"I pledge allegience to my Flag winter in Washington, where Miss ington street and Kentucky avenue,
Heat.
real estate and Insurance, room No.
$2,000; residence on
books and all kinds of office supplies. good attendance.
and to the Republic for which it Lillian Gregory Is at school, will
Washin
SEND your clothes to the Faultgton
reThirty-one applications for mem- stands.
3, American-German National bank.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
One nation indivisible, with turn with him and their country street between Fourth and
less Pressing club, 3021
Fifth
/
4 Broadway.
bership were balloted on and admit- liberty
FURNISHED rooms for rent with High & Browder, proprie
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Go.
home at Gregory Place will be re- streets, $2,600; tan y ard
and justice for all.'
property,
tors. Bois
ted to membership. It was decided to
$14,000; total, 363,000.
The flag was unfurled with an ap- opened.
Lillard Sanders has purchasLeather or without board. Apply 419 South phones 1507.
give
an
entert
ainment complimenta- ppropriate patriot
ed an interest In the reel estate busMiss Addle Oonyer, of Marion, is working goods, machinery and inci- Third street.
ic program, and the
dentals, $5,484.5e; 11,100 on deposiness of Ell G. Boone, and the name ry to the members and friends of flag salute was given. It was an visiting relatives in Paduca
FOR RENT- House
Diaries.
$8
per
h.
it in New Orleans; $263 account month; three blocks
of the firm will hereafter be E. G. the Legion, on Thursday night, Feb- eventful day at historic old Fort
Miss
Verna
Smith, of Birmingham,
Henry Arthur Jones, the noted
from P. 0. ApMaeBoone & company. Dr. Sanders has ruary 28. Tickets can be had from sae.
spent Sunday and Monday at home. against the Starks-Ullman company; ply 441 S. S.xth.
English playwright, was giving the
been in the real estate business for the members. A good time is expectShe is attending the Draughon Prac- $601e claim against E. Rehkopf Sadstudents of Yale an address on the
FOR
SALEe
-Two horses and wagseveral years, and leas been success- ed.
tical Business college of this city. dlery company, grand total, $60.
To Have Dance This Evening.
on. John T. eherron, R. F. D. No. 2. drama. "Your American vernacular
ful.
MissMty Ronda will entertain tier
J. C. Rayburn and Eugene Starks, 447.50.
is picturesque." he said, "and
it
-§
Phone 836.
'
-Grip is making Itself felt on the
frIentia with a dance at her home, of Benton, were in
should help
Paducah this
your playwrights to
Marriage Licensee.
FOR SA1111)-One 4-horse power build strong,
Illinois Central and this morning not
Fifth and Clay streets, tonight.
week.
racy plays. But neither
C. T. Calender to Nannie Davis.
JAP-IN-EABE.
Fairbanks & Morse gasoline engine. vernacu
an unemployed extra engineer could
Me and Mrs. R. D. Wilson were In
lar nor anything else is of
Waiter
Willito
ns
to lenriite Seery.
9
(14's
IL)
Apply R. C. Farthing, Lone Oak, Ky. moment if persev
be found in Paducah. A full dozen
Kalottoplik• Club (a11 In Meeting. Benton this week the guests of Mrs.
erance is lacking.
Old phone 1392.
regular engine men are baring
The Kaloeophic clnb held no meet- Price Wilson.
No playwright can succeed who is
? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? • ? ?
off ? ?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ing this morning on
because of severe colds and grip, and
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Nanny, of this
like a nem I know. I said to this man
account of the
WANTED-Position
by a dry
ale Ilne extra men ere employed. Theu
city, spent Sunday in Benton
death of Mrs. Berne Campbell.
°ire
New Year's day: 'Do you keep a
e
goods
with
salesm
an
The
JAP-I
of
N-EAS
lone
expeniente.
E.
Subscribe for The Sun.
first time the entire force of
club is composed of the younge
e Can furnish good references. Cell dtary, Philip?'
Yes,' he answered.
r so- relatives,
(It's it.)
has been utilized
Mrs. A. E. Arnold has returned
'I've kept one for the first two weeks
in
685-r.
mate)
s
.
home after spending several months 9?/09999999,9999999
FOR RENT-Four-room flat. gait, in January for the last seven years."
We desire to announce to the
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
electric light and water, furnished or
public that the temporary abandonGriffith, in Benton,
FOR SALE-Five room house on
Prefer :McCracken's Good Roads.
unfurnished.
Apply 1.09
South
ment, by the Tractton company, of
Mrs. Ckerence McGregor Is
North Side, 17 blocks west, built in
The Fulton Leader says:
visiting
Third street.
nett owl car service will not effect
relatives in Benton this week.
1906, two coats white paint, white
"Dr. Royer has decided to return
FOR SAI.E-New
boat
one prices to and from depot. We
1ex41. walls, S eed room. 15'15,
Mrs. J. H. 'Attie is visiting her to
kitchen 10
Paducah to practice hip profession. built for gasoline
power. APIA,' W. 512, recepti
will continue to serve all who may
sister, Mee. S. Graham, of Benton. Asked
on hall 9x12, pantry,
Why he wassee,46ve Fulton, N. Payne, care
Barkwiale Bros., closets, one
favor us with their patronage, at the
Mrs. H. S. Wells is IA from grip Dr. 'foyer
porch fl feet (1ere) by 21
said: 'I don't like the Third and Kentucky avenue
.
prevailing day rate Palmer Transfer
at her apartments in the Empire
,fttt t toed, one porch 5 feet deep liy
country practice you have down here.
LOST--Oold watch and fob, moo- 7 feet long: stable
Flats on Broadway.
and other out
About every other call necessitates a
ogram on both E. B. L. Liberal re- helmet', large
e--Belvedere beer to a home proMr. Cook Husbands has been Ill trip of
shuttle trees, imprint-4
five or six Mlles down these
ward for return to Mrs, Herman .streets, lot
duct. Remember that.
for several days at his home on Jet- muddy
50x132 with alley. Price
roads. I don't like that and 'Fried
man. 816 Jefferson,
-Get your meals at Whiteh
tenon street from an attack of grip. don't
fil,700. H. C'. Hotline, Trueheart
ead's
have it to contend with at
e a
.staurant, 215 Broadway, these bee
FOR
Mrs. S. H. Williams, of Mayfleld. Paducah.'
RENT-Two brick store Bldg. Telephone 127.
"
'aye. Nice, polite service guananhouse!, Eleventh and Broadway, one
ha t§ returned home after a visit to
?two-story
Mrs. H. H. Loving, of Monroe street. 7
If a woman spends more than ten
brick
business
house,
? ? ? ? ?? ?
9999
94 99?
-Joe Matthews, colored, 32 yeras
Thirteenth and Clay. Pachicah Wen- minutes In arretegIng her hair the reJudge .f. E. Robbins. of Mayfield,
t/1g company.
id, died of consumption
sult Is a coiffure.
was in Pad'ueah yesterday.
at 1025
JAP-IN-EASE.
• oh"Twelfth street, this morning,
W. K. Well, of the Mayfield 'Mont
WILL
build
to
suit
tenant south(It's It
4, nd will be hurled tomorrow in Oak
tor, was in Paditeab yesterday.
Every noble activity makes room
'west corner Kentecky avenue
and
•fides
I nave cemetery.
Mr. George C. Kolb, the druggist.
for Itself -Emerson.
Fourth street Most promising
retail
-This Is the weather for the use
spent yesterday in Mayfield.
corner In Paducah. George Hughes
.
f Soot Destroyer. It cleans the
Mr. and Mrs. 7e--13: Aeleritton, of
CUT FLOWERS.
--e!ftrliicire ever gets "big enongh" Old 'phone 1865.
soot, from your chimneys and flues,
Choice Carnations, per dos. .... 54e
Mayfield, were in the city thee week. to
FOR ifENT--The house next to
curtail its astvertbdrig-no more
teduees your mei bills and make,,
Roses, beat grade per doz. .. $1 fri
Clarence Turner, of MaTfield. was than
It gets too big to curtail its pur- the Greet Southern Tea and Coffee
oiur fires Myra flitch better and gives
Roman Hyacentha, white, per dot. 50t,
In pad ucteh yesterday on bu,sinees for
chases of new storks.
company on Second street.. Apply to
mere best.
A choke lot of Azaleas in any
the Ligon-Allen Werehouse company.
Ftlederman DistfUing notnea
nY, next color, just,
--knigitt the 4e0 Men's • lodge
Mn, anokUre, George W. Lee have
beginning to 4400m.
3. G. Miller Sent to, Princeton this
or.
If you went 'te set In. cut In,
wl meet to receive several appliesDutch Hyseinths In
returned home after a pleasant -visit mornin
pats: site
If you ar• not yet ire butt in.
g on hnsilnees.
WA NT1015-;:-T)Y sober, suceenalui Narcis
Vote, and a very litereirelfig meeting
in Smithland.
sus in bud, nice for blooming
Show th• world how fins your fettle.
County Judge R. T. Lfehtfoot went retell merchant, age
Try a WANT AO., show your mettle.
be,
8 YAW. OM- Indoors.
is eissUred,
W. T. Threlkeld, of Smith:end., was to Dawson
,
for a short visit this morn- Dertenee, position as traveli
"If success wen't set in, cut in.
ng melee
-Today near Denton a pile driver
Free deMvery to any pert of the
in Paducat this Ni 4( on business_ lng.
This is how to pot in: Stet ml
man with wholesale house. Beet of city.
eerej down atworal seta of wires of
Mr. and Mr*. ft W Flood, of MayMr. and Mrs Chariest Davis, of references tarnish
ed. Address A. T.
Seld, Were is Paducah Tbttreday,
SCHIIAITS
Ottesvikle, bare returned home.
Sun office.
Both Vitoria!' 16).

9disses $3.50 Juih
Chis Week kr
$3.50

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

IN THE COURTS t

A PILE OF SILVER
4U

guck, 9hiIlipo `do.

Forks that were $2.50

!fadies caller Juits, $15.00
Values, chis Week yore
$4.90

Now $1

Table Spoons $2 to $3

Now $1

'Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2

Now 75;

Knives $2.00 to $3.00

Now $1

U Must 13 Quick'

6E0. O. HART & SONS CO

•

Just Butt In!

I..,

•

DEMOCRATS HOLD WIFE ABDUCTED
UP COOLIE CLAUSE A RICH HUSBAND

anderine

Filibustering Tactics to Pre- Detectives Are Searching For
vent Frisco Settlement
George Rhodious

Grew This flair

Tillman and Illetron Stqp Insertion of Elms Dare Agreed to Disappear for
clause and Fortner Is Prepar$5,000, hut Rhodium Also
ed tor Powwow,
Disappeared.

DISCLAIM

Quality, style and workmanship
are combined with the

LOWEST PRICES
ever offered on up-to-date, high
grade

Suits
And
OVERCOATS
We are compelled to make room
for our new spring stock which we
are receiving daily.

Nothing Reserved

APPARENT

AND WE CAN

PROVE IT.

MOTIVE STRANGE CASE. PROM INDIANA!

Washington, Feb. 15.-Sudden dePittsburg, Pa,, Feb. 15.- The
velopment of a full fledged tlilibuster whereabouts of George Rthoditis, a
resulted toilay in the senate when an multi-millionaire of Indianapolis, and
Little Prances Marie Knowlton is the daughattempt was made to force the adop- his wife, who was formerly Vine
ter of Dr. t. W. Knowlton, the discoverer of
this rest hair-growing remedy, and her beautition of a conference agreement on Dare, of Indianapolis, is being ea.gerful hair was grown wholly by the use of this
the Immigration bill, which carries ly sought by Sheriff Joseph Clay, of
great tense
This little girl had no MOO bair Shan be
a provision intended to aid in the Marion county, Ind. who has a warat crags child before using Daddertne, while
settlement of the California-Japanese rant for the wife. The Pinkerton denow she has the longest and mot beautiful
head of golden hair ever possessed by a child
problem and on which speedy action tectives have been retained Ire friends
of hes age in the world.
was desired by
the administration of Rhodius to bring him home.
1)anderthe makes the scalp healthy and fertile
senators.
and keeps It so. It Is the greatest scalp tert/IiBehind the affair is said to be a
Ler and therefore the greatest halt-producing
Expressing sympathy with this ob- scandal which will result in an upremedy ever discovered. It is a natural food
and a wholesome niedelpe for both the hair
ject, yet regarding the report with heaval in Indianapolis politics. Vice
and scalp. Even a ?Sc. bottle of it will pet
suspicion on other points, Bacon and President Fairbanks and his relative
more genuine life In your hair than a gallon or
any other halr tonic ever made.
Tillman at first endeavored to have Delevia.n Smith, publistex of -the In,
se-lion delayed until tomorrow that dienapolie News, are said to be trythey might study the report. When ing to force the matter while Judge
this was refused filibustering began. Jelin C. Whalen and Attorney Oass
Bacon held the floor two and a half Conneaa, of ladtlanepolie are workhours. Tillman remarked that he was ing In opposition, else being the atNOW at all druggists, in three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents
preparing to make a ten day fight on torneys for M. S.
and $1.00 per bottle.
the floor against the report because
Mystery In Whereabouts.
To show how quickly Danderirso acts, we will
be objected to "being run over as
Man and wife are now said to be
U send a large sample free by return ntail to anyone
w th an automobile."
either In Frankfort Ky., or Hamilwho steles this advertisement to the Nalowehas theasderiste
Bastin objected that the report ton, Ont., having left here February
LtON.Co., Chicago, weh name and address and ea cents in Si:VeX or
A
ateat filhetts
changed the existing law in respects 4. Rhodius is the possessor of
Aga Four Years,
060 Garfield Boulevard, Oh,caire. stamps to pay postage.
to %latch he believed, on hurried ex- east fortune left him by his mother,
amination would deprive the south- who died a year ago. Last July tell
'vestlgation of the financial and proWILL NOT RESIGN.
ern states from obtaining even the woman promised for $5,000 not to
#4,,•••••L••••••••1•••••••?•+pwle4•1••:•,e,
fessional' standing of the Oliver coinmeagre labor supply front slimed see any more of Rhodiue. A few
which was available under the pres- weeks later they were together again
1 Premier Cletnenreau Makes Formal binazioo has shown it to be satisfactory. Before making the award the
Denial of Reports.
ent immigration
and then went to Louieville, where
preeident propoeea to examine two
The administration
--in they were married.
senators
It‘evesesseisetieeriesseeresereerwereeleY
other
Paris.
denials
associates of Mr. Oliver-Peter
Feb.
15.Formal
the adoption of the report were
Werner Amset and .Toseet Eminwere issued today of the reports that F. Widish, of Daseneort, is., a dam
alarmed by the apparent Democratic ger, aged servants, who had been in
Stages.
River
Premier Clemenceau intends resign- builder of prominence in the middle
hostility.
the Rhodius family many years, and Cairo
26.8 1.2 fall
ing his office. At the same time it west, and Peter J. Brennan, of WashAll Democratic leaders when ques- who wers beneficiaries in a will made
fall
1.3
Chattanooga
was announeed that the premier's ington, D.
tioned as to their attitude disclaimed by Rhodius last September, employed
20.3 0.3 fall
Cincinnati
Illness will render it impossible for
the adoption of party policy in regard the Pinkerton sto locate the couple.
18.0
Evansville
0.9 -filt1
e elm to resume his duties until next
FOR SALE- Good
Investment
to the report, and senators making At the same time a warrant was is5.0 0.5
Florence
property. Can rent for $41 per
week.
the objection insisted they were act- sued for the arrest of Mrs. Rhodius
0.9
tali
Johnsonvflle ..•
month. Price $500. Two room house
uated wholly by resentment of what on a charge of abducting Rhode's.
,
7.8 0.2 rim
on Hampton avenue, lot 40x120. Can
they thought was an attempt to force
OLIVER
TO
GET
CANAL
WORK;
6.3
0.1
fall
Mt. Carmel
be rented $S per month by expendiImmediate action. They said in their
...... 12.0 0.1 rise ROOSEeELT DE101014'11 QU'EliTION
Nashville
Endorsed by the County.
etitetnents that they had not had an
Washington, Feb.
J. ture of $200 additional. H. (1. Rol"The most pOpular remedy in Pittsburg
...... 4.2 0.9 rise
lins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
opportunity to examine the report
11.7 1.7 rise Oliver and the new syndicate he has
Otsego County, and the best freind St. Louis
and were sincere and there were ulfall organized will get the contract .for
of my family," writes Wm. M. Dietz, Mt. Vernon
terior motives involved.
-1 want ad: is about the only
19.8 1.6 tall building the Panama canal after all.
editor and publisher of the Otsego Paducah
Party Conference Suggested. 'President Roosevelt • hae found the thing that can sleeve two masters"Journal, Glibertsville, N. Y., "is Dr.
These few packets which did
Blackburn, chairman of the Demosez,einieat in congressfayets this the men who publishes it and the
Kings New Disoovery. It has proven rive today had good busineee,
cratic steering committee was in the
method of construction and his in- man who answers it.
to be an infallible cure for coughs
terday the arrivals while few in num
Brownsville hearing when the report
and coldselaking short work of the bsr also, had big trips and tee wharf
was called up. He said there had
worst of them. We always keep a boat, has been busy. The giver fall
been no discusion of the report and
bottle in the house. I believe it to 1.6 in the last 24 hours, reducing the
he was sure there was no disposition
be the most valuable prescription
stage to 19.8 feet.
to flilibuster it beyond carrying It
known for Lung and Throat diseasWith 13,50e sacks of peanuts, 5t04)
over tine/ tomorrow.
es." Guarteed to never disappoint sacks of cageon seeds, 11 hogsheads
Bacon and Tillman made similar
the taker, by all druggists.
Price of tobacco, fie head of cattle wet a
statements.
50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
number of either items in like este
portions, the Kentucky arrived last
FOR SALE--Attractive cottage of
FEE CLAIMED BY ALIENIST.
night from Abe Tennessee river. The
five rooms, solid stone steps, brick
leaving time will be Saturday evenwalk around house, shade trees, good
grates with chimneys .of brick built Suit Shows That Expert Testimony ing.
Comes High,
from ground, water in kitchen and'
More freight than could be ,hand-

FREE

RIVER REWS

If you want a serviceable Suit or Overcoat
at a low price that will give you complete
satisfaction we can fit you with

Men's
Suits
Men's Overcoats

C.

WEI LLE'S

Should you desire better goods we can give
you the best values obtainable at prices
ranging from

$3.48 to $13.48
These goods consist of all styles which formerly sold at from $7.50 to $22.50. See
window display for these most excellent
values.

SPECIALS
19c
98c
69c
38c
$1.24

Knee Pants
'
s Coats....:
Men
'
Boys' Suits.
Men'
s Fleeced Underwear
Boys
'Shoes

.Trn

Men's
Fincv Vests
We have added

several

While
C they last

hundred

more

broken lots of Crossett makes to our

pairs of

special

sale

o' $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 Crossett Shoes at

52.98
Your size may be in this lot.

We

All sizes at prcsent.

advise you to come early.

U.G.°Linea &z C
4 lererporeled.•
We

312 Brcualcivva y
Save You Money or Every Purchase.

4

yard, lot 40x165 to 16 foot alley,.
led in one trip awaited
the Dick
New York, Feb. 15.-A suit for Fowler this morning. The passenger
buggy house, coal house, stable, etc.
Price $1.500. Call telephone 127. II, services rendered as an alienist in a bueinese was good, with the members
C. Hollins, Real Estate, Truefteart will contest which Dr, Al:en Fitch of the Standard Opera company. The
lass brought against Mrs. Emma J. rest of the freight left this morning
Building,
Richardson, widow of Jos. Richard- tea go down tomorrow morning. All
FOR SALE-Five room residence, son, the architect, gives a fair in- the packets are handling big trips
bath, elosets, pantry, private sewer. sight, into the charges for services for tles time of the year.
When the Joe Fowler areved a litage in bowie, hot and cold watee such se are being rendered in the
porcelain bath, two porches, three Thaw trite. Dr. Fitch who, with sev- tle kite from Eransviie yesterday the
cabinet mantles, hardwood finish, lot eral experts], was engaged in 1902 by cause was found to have been big
fronting 100 feet on Broadway and Mrs. Richardson to combat the evi- business. It was one of the biggest
running back 165 feet to 20 toot al- dence offered by her son, George.and trips the steamer has had in months
The.JohneS. Hopkins arrived from
ley. Very choice locality in the West her daughter, Della, to show the irEnd. $3,500. II. C. Hollins, Truce iesponsibility Of their father, for the Evansville today with a good trip
balance of a bill of $23,500, which is and left immediately on the return
heart Bldg. Telephone 127.
about t e 500. Dr. Fitch was not trip.
even called to prove the sanity of the
(rk19RIN LAW moirts
leittle time has bean lost in part
HAVE INDIAN \ SALOONS testator, ars the experts of the eon- by the Inverness and that towboat
testants at taterettrne did -not prove left for ,Nashville again, after baving
arrived with a tow irons that esant
Lebanon. Ind
Feb. 15.-Circuit their case,
Mrs. Richardson refuses to pay on yesterday.
Court Judge S. R. Artfrein
today
handed down a decision calculated the ground that the services were not
Guy Walker is captain on
the
to give saloon keepers nightmare. worth that much.
Papule Wallace now, having ;aft the
Judge Artman held that the legislaTennessee river runs.
The Royal probably will be ready
ture has no more legal right to le
TO BREAK VP A (X)LD.
cense the sale of Intoxicating liquors
An eminent atithoety on lung to be let off the dry dots tomorrow
than it has to license gambling. If trouble, who effected many remark- evening.
In addition to the bores and barges
the decision is upheld by the higher able 'cures In tils camp for consumpcourts It will close every falcon in eves In the Pine Woods of Maine,ad- docked, the employes of the dry
the state,
vise, the use of the following forme. docks are working on several barges
Judge Artman heel that the retail la: Virgin 011 of Pine (Pure), one- in the river,
Minor business has no legal standing half ounce; Glycerine, two maces;
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt
on the ground that it is not one of good Whisky, one-half pint. Shake
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1bn:urea her to take their places.

FOUR GREAT SPECIALS
TOMORROW

Saturday will be a big day for
money saving at Weille's---a
day of unusual interest. Four
great specials will be on all
day and in the evening. Here
they are

Linen Collars 3c
150 dozen pure linen Collars, all sizes, good
styles; not less than half dozen to each

In

customer; each

at;

Men's Suits $5.98
We have added new

one. to the lot

to $25 Men
'
s Suits now being offered. You have choice for

of $15

S5 98

$1.98 Our Fintst Children's Suits $2.98
We wil continue for''i

day or

two

our

special sale in which any $5, $6, $7
$8 Child
'
s Suit may be had for.

or

Economical
this last chance,
5)

motheri..

will

appreciate

•

a

'Vale

9: 4

Wr.
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Free
Catarrh Masquerader
Cure

''FARMERS CHARGE
DISCRIMINATION

OUR

We are the only dentists in
l'aducah who take out your old
teeth and insert new ones the

Assert that Country Elevators
Are Being Ruined

By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON.

same day.
Akt
......

Author of "The Circle." Etc.

Copyrifht. 1900. by

•

HEW !Breath, K'HavskIng, Kluging In the

Harper
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Brothers
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SPECIALTY

Itailroads Faivor Certain Grain Dealers anti Igefue•• to Furnish
Cars.
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sr •?,
_

....s.'res

et

..

lanes, Hacking Cough nod spitting

a'

The old and well

trodden paths are good, but the
new paths are better. We have
taken the lead, so come with us.
Full set of teeth
Gold Crowns, 22k
Fillings

$b 00

$.3-50
60c and up

IIEWELBY

that will charm Aso delight the
' Sours 8 a. m to 8 p. m.
'Remember we UEC only the
and ue.friend to rejoice In his fortune
Judge of line gems. Rings, BroochELLISON; A Scant11141-.
Sunday 9 a in. to 4 p. m.
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best materials and guarantee all
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Elephants as Laborers,
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THE PADUCA.FI EVENING SUN.

SpecialSalesand
Special Values
At Clark's Saturday

INSTRUCTION BY EASY STAGES.

Both nom 805.

REMOVAL SPECIALS

..
71

H'

1

The Great Sduthern Tea DEATHS OF A DAY
and Coffee Co.

"Is your husband keeping his prom he's found a substitute which he eats
lees to abstain from drinking?" asked whenever he feels tempted to
take a
Mrs. Were. "Oh, yes, faithful' re- .drink: and what do your suppose
it
peed Mrs. Newliwed. "Are you surer .t ? Cl,ovesl"—Philadelphia Pres.
It's pretty hard for a man to resist.
temptation." "Yes, but he tells me
Subscribe for The San.

Fitakv, yr...BIWA/0i 15.

r.
.
.

rit'LARK'S SPECIALS
3 can, elteion Chop 1 oznatote...35c
BM, Paw Patent Four
$4.95 8 caked Toeet Soap
25c
Bbl. Straight Flour
3 95 3 The Split Peas
10c.
1-2Bbl. Peer Four
$2.75 3 The Lenties
25c
7 1-2 The handpicked Navy Beans.25c 2 The Green Kern
25e
5 bags Table Salt
15e 1-2 lb can Huyler's Cocoa
25c
S boxes Searchlight Matches
15c 4 cakes Sweet Chocolate
25c
3 1 lb packages Ferndell Coffee 65c Ohredded Cocoanut, lb
15c
Pearl Meal by the peek
15c Mixed Tea per M
20r
Irish- Potatoes by the peek
15e Black Pepper by the M
-11125c
Country Eggs per doz
20c 2 jars Rock Candy Syrup
25c
"Now tell me what is the name of this animal?"
95c 3
3 the large black Prunes
3 M cans Table Peaches
50e
"That is an hoppopotamus."
2 lbs Ruby Prunes
25c 3 cans Egg Plume
25c
"All wrong, my son. First of all, it's not 'an,' but 'a' hoppopotarnusi
Rod Oniens by the peck
25c 3 eine French Sardines
25e laboondly
. it's hippopotamus, •nd not 'hoppo,' and, thirdly, it's not hippopotamus
Sweet Potatoes by the peck
15c 3 cans pure fret Jam
20c
at all; it's an elephant."
3 lbs California Figs
25‘ 3 cans Stringless Beans
25c
_
3 cans Blackberries or Raspber15c
; bottles Pepper Sauce
ries
25e 2 bottles Worcheeter Sauce... 15c
3 cans Pumpkin
20c 3 bottle Catsup
25e
3 cans Lye Hominy
20c 3 15c cans Corn
25c
3 cans Baked Beans
20c Bulk CF4ves by the quart
60e
Corn Syrup by the gallon
35c 0 !Ds Ginger Snaps
15c
Thomas Davis.

Sugar
9
Pounds
50c

113 S. Second St.

Pat.Flour
24
Pound bag
65c

Groceries and Lenten foods and
usual bargains at this great Pure
Food Market.

Thomas Davis, 38 years old, died
of tuberculosis yesterday afternoon
at La Center, Ballard county. Ns
was barn and raised in that section
and when 16 years old went to Idaho
He served in the Philippines and contracted consumption there. He was
member of the Idaho lodge of Masons and will be buried near La COD
ter with Masonic honors.

Kelly Sublette.
Lard, per lb.
10c
Kelly
Sublette
, 2,4 years old, died
Apples, country dried, lb
8 1-3c
tb s best Sugar
7
35
ec
e Heinz'st :argest Queen Olives, per
Peaches, evaporated, 11).
uSe of pneumonia at the raileeed bospital
Omega ?lour only
eec last night at S o'clock. He was
30e Lime, Beans 3 Ms
brought bere from Horton, where he
35c bottle Table Syne)
Little
Navy
Beans
lbs
27c
6
White Star Flour
25c
63c
was doing concrete work February 6,
2 bottles Heinz Ketchup
Choice
Doraeste
26o
Oil
Sardines
c
3 pkgs. Pawnee Oats
25c
and his condition grew rapidly worse.
3 Ms of Flaked or Chopped HornM. tin
05c
3 pkgs. Korn Kinks
23e
leaves a mother at Morgantown.
my
100 Corn, Morning Beauty
8 1-3c He
Virginia Sweet Pancake Four
1 lb best Oleo Butter
17c Bolted Meal, peck
1,5c
'3 pkgs
William Logan Kirk.
25c 3 lbs. country dried Apples
2,5c Apples, W. S. and Ganoes
40c
2 [Aga Grape Nuts
Louisville papers announce the
210e 2 cans Corn and 1 can Tomatoes 23e Black Walnuts, peck
leic
2 11lc cakes Sweet Chocolate
15e 3 cans 10c Peas
20c Fine Table Butter, lb.
2,5c death there on yesterday of Mr. Wil3 5c pkgs. Soda
liam leogan Kirk, at the home of his
14c French Peas, per can
20e Seedless Oranges, dozen
lie
3 Sc sacks Salt
son W. L. Kirk, Jr., S36 Third ave10c Thistle brand Cherries, the nnest
keed Kidney Beans 3 lbs
2,5c
Pkg Mince Meat, will make 3 pies 09c
nue. Mr. Kirk Is the father of E. B.
on the market
8c Fire Honey, gktaos
2 pkge Spaghetti
Navy Beans, per th
3 te r Strawberries, can
41o5c Kirk, of Richmond, Va., Mrs. Louis
12 bars leundre Soap
25c Butter Beans. per M.
eic Stringless Beans, can
05c Hudson. of St. Louis, formerly Miss
*5c size Dunkley's 'Red RespberLayer Raisins 3 Ms for
Miss Margaret
elk Seedless Raisinte'llIg.
14k Susanne Kirk,, and
nee, per can
18c Quart Pickle Relish
2,0c Seedless Currants, pkg.
bec Kirk, of Louisville, all of whom forfive bottle Orange, Pineapple,
15e Horse Radish Mustard
10e Buckwheat, lb
05c merly lived in Paducah. A peoultarly
Strawberry, Banana Flavoring
sad feature is that Mr. Kirk's death
Shredded Cecoanut. per lb.
2es Cracked Rice, lb
Extract
followed so closely an that of his
3a3e, 3 The PALMER HOUSE Blend
Golden Rio Coffee, lb
15e
3 lbs of 011r 1 5c Ooff
died January 2.
12,
Coffee for .
10c wife,
95c Pkg, Mince Meat
These goads are all so nice. Come
BARBER CUTS UP
in and leave us your order.

For Saturday, February 16

Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.

"'eel

State Documents Stolen.
Budapest
Feb.
15.---Important
diocuments have been stolen from the
ministry of commerce, of whine Francis Kossuth Is the head, and it if
alleged that they have fallen into the
hands of Dewey Lengyel, whose allegations, combined with those of exMayor Halmos of Budapest, caused
the retrignetion of Herr Polonyi.

ENGLERT
BRYANT'S
SPECIALS....
This range body is made of
washable steel
A clean-- vove—without and within—a white
enameled oven and polished, washable, blue steel
body—of extra heavy thickness—distinguish Buck's
as ''the sanitary range"—differirnt from all others.
You surely Kill appreciate a range which may be
washed—inside and out—like a dish.
Now that house-cleaning time is here, why not
discard that old stove—and get a Buck's steel range—
far famed and appreciated for its many distinc
tive
advantages?
And then, too, ycu may avail yourself of our
present special inducements—in terms and prices.
You don't know how little it will inconvenience you,
or yob wouldn't bother with the old stove any longer
.
This, then, please consider as a personal invita•
tion to come to our store and examine these exceptional stoves—today.
A dollar down and a dollar a week will boy one
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford
to
miss this char cc Take advantage of it today.
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SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY
_

Men's and Young Men's
TROUSERS
.

AT LESS THAN

HALF THEIR ACTUAL VALUE
.
S

ATURDAY you will have an opportunity--the like of which
is unprecedented---to buy at less than half their former sell_
ing price out entire line of Men's and Young Men's Odd Fancy
Trousers. Not more than one pair of a size to each, customer,
and POSITIVELY NO GOODS CHARGED OR EXCHANGED.

Item No. 1
Choice of over 360 pairs of Men's and Young Men's Cheviot, Cassimere
and Striped Worsted Trousers—Pants that sold up
to $5.00. Your pick of the lot for

$2.39

. Item No. 2
Choice of over 275 pairs of Men's and Young Men's Striped Worsted,
Cheviot and Cassimere Trousers—Pants that sold
up to $9.00. Your pick of the lot for

&he Boys' Shop-

rho

Old Phone 1179
333 Broadway
New Phone 1176
WE WILL MOM TO 206 BROADWAY
eLeRCH 1ST.
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SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY

Woman,ee Red Light Saes He
And
.
.
Abpsed Her.
Police are inxestigating a disgraceful disturbencot which aroused residents In the neighborhood of Thirteenth and Clay streets last evening.
Flossie Doyle telephoned for po:ieemen saying teat a w-eti known barber
had vieited a house, where she was
staying, and redetreated her, carrying
away a cloak with him. The Pollee
%ere unable to find the man until
lute in th-e night, and as no warrant
vias issued he was not arrested. This
morning summonses were Issued for
both hint and the Doyle woman to
appear in polies court this afternoon.
The Doyle woman le well known in
the under world, sad it is said he has
been paying coostant attention to her
for more than a year.

Boys' and Children's Suits at

Extremely Low Prices
.

RDAY Paducah mothes will have a rare opporSATU
tunity to buy reliable Boys' and Children's Suits at
a saving WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

Item No. I

Famous White Dove Flour, per
sack
70c
A Unitise. Alarm flock.
Includes all Boys' and Children's Black and Fancy Suits,
Fancy Patent Flour, per sack . 65c
"I've got the best alarm clock in
doublePatent
Half
Flour per sack
breasted, Norfolks, Buster Browns, blouses, eta. 475 Suits
5,5c the business. and Uncle Sam provider I
2 pkgs. Macaroni for
115c it for me," said a Brooklyn business
that sold ip to $5.00. Your choice for
2 pkgs Raisins for
lac man of iriegn:ar home. "Two or threu
only
2 pkgs. White Line Wash Powdays of each week I have to rise ear•
der for
5c ly. Our postman has a remarkably
Country Meal. per peck
16c 'piercing whistle, and also alwa:,
3 cans Golden Glow Beans
26c rings the doorbell when he leaves my
Includes all Boys' and Children's Black and Fancy Suits,
3 The. Cooking Figs for
ttic mail. But althpugh he comes regudoubleLemons, per dozen
15c larly as clockwork at 7 a, m., he
breasted, Noriolks, Buster Browns, blouses, etc. 320
Suits
3 Ms, Prhhes for
2,5c dote; not awe" leave mail for me
that
sold
up
$10,0
to
0.
Your
choice
2 Cans Llitie Fellow Peas for
for
and consequently his whistle does not
only
3 vane Standard Corn for
efee always blow and the doorbell ring.
le burs Tom Boy Soap for
2iiec So I just buy a postcard the after•
C bars White Floating Soap for 2-Sc noon before and mall it myself.
It
Fancy Bananas, per dozen
10,c has never failed to arrive in the ear1 M Baker's Chocolate for
35c ly mail, accompanied by the whistle
llb Sweet Chocolate
26c and beil."—New York Sun.
2 bars Fuller's Soap for
'Sc
Lotus Pie Plant, per can
Tramp--Please, sir, I'm a stranger
10c
Lotus Squatte per can
10e here. Native--Welk you've got
a
3 bottles Catsup for
26c good deal to be thankful for. -Stuart
Table Peaches, per can
15c Set
Layer Five per lb.
10c
3 pkgs. Standard Soot Destroyer 24k
We are all equals When we are
On Febreetiry 25th J. M. Feiglert asleep.--Don
fine:cote.
TWO LWEIS 1.0t4T.
"creekshot,"
Certain rules, tow- tightly shutting
isill offer for sale his farm, ten miles
both, as many young
ever, must lovers the beginner. would-be
out on Canted road, *,so all farming
sportsmen have been known
Tina poor are they that have not About Lees People Are Homeless In which,
it observed, will materially to do. -.Notes
Implements.
W. Dixon In February
patience! --Shakespeare.
Pine Bluff.
,
eld him In becoming an expert.
Recreation.
Whe.n a novice takes the field for
Pine Bluff, Ark., Feb 15.—Not- game he is very
apt to become fins- Freakish
EleplutntIne Intelligence,
withstanding many wild rumors In tered,
or "rattled," at the critical
Every tenter-yard bee its
regard to the toes of life, as a result moment
own parwhen the bird Is flushed, Ocular show
elephant, more iintelle
of the fire, which last night destroy- and then
be will stare, open- 'mut than
the rest, sets Weglearn O.
ed nine cottages and reedences, three
mouthed, and wonder bow it hap- Fitegera
ld, fin the February "Circle,
betels, the Oarr Memorial Church and pened.
"
This often occurs In the stud one
belonging to Mew's. Maefully 200 barns and outhouses, ew Meld.
and the tyro invariably has Gregnr
& Co., of IRangun, was In
tailing a loss of $20,040, so far as some'
the
plausible excuse to offer. His habit of turning
on a water-tap and
can be learned today, only two
00; '"gun was not rocked." he "stubbed belping
himself to a big drink,
eons lost their lives,
tho'
hit toe elle tie the bird rote," or some he could
never be induced to tern
'
•
equally week explanation is made; or the water
off again. Similar obetinWing Shooting.nisacte lays a:1 the blame on his ace and
occasiona
lly bad
Wing shooting cats no more be dogoewieew thoughts
, could they but often sheep, and the
tear
mahou
"
a are
theoretically tanght than can riding, express them. It
-would be intereatiee veer -highly paid,'for
ther live eiways
eketing. Rall
.
lag a boat, .2/liking sin Laterpeet.
the
Awe,,
that ipia
groIrdiere
/cow or pleyealer the violin: Prdettere The- boogie
ni
Wog ititiontoars-ViS'
- 1,ffit ers titin ttain 'and."VIS
'and pereeemeee-5-5-5,
thiro, Oar.ale close one eye In' aiming, nor do they tlealatlY
If the mahout has at
any
flekt sports, van alone make perfect, follow titt.
bird In Its ,flights with tithe shown cruelty227 Broadway
or iteelethees. • while the most
persistent effort, the muzzle of the Om; but closing
even tiles, often fells to Make
1**ttee'ete ere le adleitterl
\
!Ili
Seheerlbe for The MAR.
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Item No. 2

_

$3.64

Not more than one suit of a size to each customer.
No goods charged or sent on approval.
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TO LET

Several superior oces:on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American -German National Bank
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•

